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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Commun
ity Newspaper
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Calloway County
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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April 3, 1969

100 Per Copy

ISeen&Heard Lynn Grove
Around
Class Honored
By The Coop
Murray

Vol. LXXXX No. 79

Directors Of Calloway Red
Cross Meet Tuesday Here

The Directors of the Callo- ty service Repre_ientative from
way County Chapter of t h e the national organization has
Yelane folks are pretty sharp,
The Lynn Grove Adult FarmAmerican Red Cross held their been required to complete the
even though their vocabulary er Class members and their
quarterly meeting Tuesday, in course at the college.
for expressing things may not
the jueroom of the courthouse . Miss Ruth Cale, Director of
sts were entertained with a
be as well as some of the more inner at the Triangle Restaurwith Lester Nanny, chairman, Nursing, ann-unced the progress of Jhe Mother and Baby
advanced students.
ant on Tuesday evening.
presiding.
Host for the dinner was the
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, chap- Care unit, stating that approval
The Robertson School fifth Calloway County Soil Improveter executive, gave a report of from the medical society had
grade class of Mrs. Cody Cald- ment Association, Robert Perchapter activities during the been secured for the pilot
well, who teaches Social Stud- Ty, manager.
quarter. She reported that class- course which is presently be-ales, were asked the other day
Perry was ill and unable to
es had been conducted in First ing taken by 12 prospective par'Why I Like Social Studies".
attend. Greg Berry, an emAid, Home Nursing, Water ents. If the course is successployee of the firm, welcomed
Safety, and that a new course ful it will be op7ned for public
They had no opportunity to the members and guests for
had been initiated at the uni- participation; enrdlment is prethink about it beforehand, they Perry.
versity in Mother and Baby - ntly for students only.
Mrs Blankenship reported on
were just asked the question
Care.
Eugene Jones, vice-president
and white down their answers. of the class, presided at the
Mrs. Pat Rogers and Mrs. the service to military case had
Sue Roberts, First Aid Chair- which continues to climb as the
meeting in the absence of the
Vicki* Cunningham said "I like president, Duff Erwin He commen, have conducted Standard war in Viet Nam involves more
Social Studies because it is in- mented on how much the class.
and Advanced courses for the 4nocal. families. Representatives
teresting and I can learn about taught by W. H. Brooks, had
Rescue Squad, several of whom of 12 counties. including Mrs.
our history now and a long meant to him in his farming
also were graduated as instruct- Ann Hays and Mrs. Blanken%time ago Another reason why I interests. James Harris is the
ors. Demonstrations with the ship recently met at the Ft.
like Social Studies is because retiring secretary.
mouth-to - mouth educational Campbell Military Hospital to
we are making history every
doll, "Resussie Annie" recent- plan programs and services for
New class officers elected are
ly presented to the chapter by Ft. Campbell patients, many of
day. One day children will be Jones, president; Eddie Workstudying about us and writing man, vice-president; Lee RedTau Phi Lambda Woodmen sor- wham are wounded returnees
"Why they like Social Studies". den, secretary.
ority have been given to tinny from Viet Nam. Calloway Coungroups such as Scouts. student ty assumes responsibility for
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent
STUBBILWPIELO REMEMBERED: Commemorating
the 41st anniversary of the death of
Sue Windrum had this to say of Calloway Schools, spoke connurses, school children and providing birtheay cakes on-'e
Nathan B. Stubblefield, holismed by teeny to be the Inventor of radio,
members of a consul nee charged with the
a year, refreshments and gifts
'I like S. S. because its inter- cerning the farming class, and
others.
establishment of • repository of his me.
fertile In His Ifeserey Stet* Untsurelty
IllsraTY anther about the monument on the Murray
?sting and good for people our related information he had usA Home Nursing class recent- at Christmas, and provides itcampus erected to his memory.
Preen the left. they arm Mrs. Margaret
Amber% secretary; Dr. L. J. Hoeft's, director
ly taught by Mrs. Lorraine ems, such as books, magazines,
age to learn about our coon- ed from the class in his farmof lournallsm at MSU; Max Hurt,
tOrimey, president of the Murray Alumni Assoclati
ont Bill Burnett, head of special collections
Atry's history. I don't like the ing interests at the former Clark
Hays at the Murray-Calloway and games for t'ae hospital
at the library; Tom Morgan,
director of radio-TV at the University; Charism
Hinds, Univer laity librarian; and, Vernon
questions -at the back of esch farm in the community.
County Public Library gaie lounge throughout the year.
Stubblefield. Sr.., Murray, a nephew
if the Investor, gliabiliefleld died March 211,
1924.
Mrs. Juanita Lynn was introchapter but its not going to
certification to 16 students.
Gifts for both the men and
This course is also taught ea...11 duced to the directors as the
hurt us".
the women were presented by
semester at Murray High and new Chairman of Volunteers.
the host firm.
Mrs. Ann Hays, who has servMurray University.
Cindy Johnston: "I like S. St
Those present were Lee Redbecause I like to learn when den and his son, Bill Redden
Classes in Senior Life Saying ed in this capacity for some
and the Water Safety Instruct- time, has asked to be relieved.
of Kerney, Nebraska, Messrs and
mentinued en Page lightl Mesdame
or course have been given this She will continue to serve as a
s 0. A. Bogard, Leon
quarter. Rex Alexander is cur- uniformed Volunteer in the XChambers, Otto Chester, Glen
The Parents Club of New
Crawford, Leon Cooper, GraSeveral -persons have been Concord
rently authorized as an instruct- Ray department of the hospital
special
A
meeting
of
the
Natrequests
all former
and will continue to serve an
ham
Feltner, Alpha
charged, entered pleas of guilFord,
"
teachers and principals of the ional Farmers' Organization was or - trainer. Previously a Safe- the board of directors
Thurston Furrhes, William Gar.
ty, and were fined in the City New
held
at
the
home
Mr.
of
and
Concord
High and ElemenWilliam C. (Billy) Kelley died Court of City Judge William
gus, James Harris, Eugene JonMrs.
Baron
Palmer
Monday
on
tary
School to attend the Pares, Sylvester Pasch:Ill, Glen Ro- Sunday at the Minnesota State H. (Jake) Dunn during the past
evening.
gers, Robert Roller, Eddie Hospital, Willmar, Minn. He was week. Records show the fol- ents Club meeting on Tuesday, During
the meeting a tape
April 15, at seven p.m.
40
years
of
age.
Workman, W. H. Brooks, Hurlowing occurred:
was played and colored slides
Survivor
s
are
one daughter,
on Jeffrey, and Greg Berry.
G. T. McNeely, reckless drivIf possible for you to attend, were shown to illustrate each
Miss Debbie Kelley of 402 South ing, amended to breach of
pence notify by letter or call 436-2283 point. The program covered the
llth Street, Murray; one sister, fined $10.00 costs
$4.50.
or 436-2390, according to Gar- NFO's constitution and agreeMrs. Louise Clark of Windsor,
S. E. Bugg, obtaining com- vin ,Phillips of Murray Route
The Purchase Area Youth
Canada; three brothers, W. D. munication services
by fraud Five.
Power Food Conference will be
Kelley of Hopkinsville, Robert in violation of
(Continued on Page Eight)
present 19 per cent. In dollars,
KFtS 434-510, fin
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
Itield Friday and Saturday at
Kelley of Frankfort, and Clif- eat $100.00 costs
$4.50.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — it would mean that only $38 milthe Holiday Inn at Mayfield.
The Murray Division of the ton Kelley of California.
H. H. McLaughlin, obtaining
State Economic Security Com- lion would be available for meAbout 88 representatives of
Funeral services will be held communic
ation
services
missioner Merritt S. Delta Jr. dicaid in fiscal 1970, $13 milyouth organizations in the area Tappan Company and South Saturday
by
at 10:30 a. m. at the fraud in violation
Wednesday released a list of lion less than the $51 million
of KRS 434high schools are expected to, at- Central Bell Telephone Corn chapel
of
the
Max
H.
Churchil
l 510, fined $100.00 costs $4.50
"painful" alternatives by which budgeted.
tend the meetings sponsored by pany business office will be Futeral
Home with Rev. B. R.
The 1968-1970 biennial, state
A. D. Brensinger, driving
the state could offset an imthe University of Kentucky Co- closed on Good Friday, April Winchest
er
of Hazel officiat- while intoxicated, amended
pending reduction in federal budget was written with the
operative Extension, Vocational 4.
to
ing.
Good Friday is one of seven
expectation that the federal inreckless driving, fined 8100.0(
medicaid funds.
Home Economics and 4-H Clubs.
Burial will be in the Salem costs
$4.50.
On July 1, the federal gov- centive payment would be conSeveral delegates will be se- holidays throughout the year Cemeter
y with the arrangevitality, integrity, ernment is scheduled to stop tinued, Delis said. But the odds
D. H. Craig, public drunken- 'the Junior Civitan Club of initiative,
lected to attend the State observed by the Murray Divi- ments by the
Max H. Churchill ness, fined $15.00
Murray was chartered Tuesday teamwork, adaptability, and nei- giving Kentucky an extra, in- of Congress extending it for
costs
Youthpower conference next lien of the Tappan Company.
$4.50.
R. K. Carpenter, South Cen- Funeral Home where friends
J. E. Garland. public drun evening at the Holiday Inn in ghborliness.
centive medicaid payment, or- Kentucky and seven other statOctober in Louisville from the
may call after 12 noon on FriMurray. It is the second club
Dr. Bobby McClellan, presi- iginally designed to encourage es now look slim.
representatives of the PTA, 4- tral manager, said Good Friday day. The
body
is
being
returned
of
its
is
kind in Kentucky and the dent of the Senior Civitan Club, states to begin medicaid pronow a holiday for its employ(Continued en Page E ight)
Medicaid is a program which
H, FHA, Beta Club, FBLA„ Libto Murray by the Learning Flyfirst to be formed in the new expressed his pleasure with the grams.
pays doctors', hospital and prerary Club, Key Club and PTA. ees and the business office at ing Service.
Kentucky District of Civitan In- chartering of the new club and
606 Olive Street will be closed
The cut would require the - (Continued
on Page Eight)
ternational.
all day Friday.
told the Junior Civitans that state to pay 25.7 per cent of the
(Continued on rage eight)
The other club is the one in their club would have a signi- program's elf instead of the
ficant' influence on their lives
Owensboro.
The charter eras presented to as well as on the community.
The club's thirty-six charter
the club by Gordon Smith of
Mr. and Mrs. James Parker Owensboro, Governor of the members composed of high
school students from Calloway,
and children David and Bever- Kentucky District.
Murray, and University School
Pre-Easter services are being ly left this afternoon at 2:30
A two car collision occurred
held at the Immanuel Lutheran or Honolulu, Hawaii. Mr. ParkWednesday at 4:40 p.m. o n
Officers of the Murray Club are as follows:
Church, 15th and Main Streets, er, a co-owner of Parker Ford, are Ernie Williams, president; Dan Anderson, Chris Clop. South 7th Street, according to
this week, according to t h e is taking the trip won by the Pat Ryan, vice-president; Ka- tnn, Phillip Cunningham, J a n the report filed by the investiSeveral students from Murray chairman of the Parents
firm for exceeding 100 per cent thy Lockhart, secretary-treasur- Vance, Bill Adams, Sammy gating officers of the Murray
Hort- church bulletin.
end Calloway County were in- on Day Committee. A receptio
Tonight the Maundy Thurs- of their sales objective for Jan- er; Donna Jones, chaplain; Bru- Adams, Debbie Jones, Johnnie Police Department.
n
Lane, Tommy Vance, Darlene
cluded in the many students at in the Waterfield Student
ce Scott, sergeant-at-arms.
Cars involved were a 1961
Un- day worship will be held at 7:30 uary and February.
Murray State University receiv- ion Building ballroom
They will be guests of the
By MERreirnAN SMITH
Larry Allison and Bobby Mc- Stuart, Jayda Stuart, and Ernie Pontiac four door sedan drivnn
follow- p.m. with the sermon theme beWilliams
.
ing honors at the annual 'Par- ed the awards ceremony
UPI White House Reporter
ing "The Burden of Joseph".' Ford Motor Company on the Clellan of the Senior Civitan
by Faye Clark Wells of 801
.
Donna Jones, Ricky Orr, North 17th
ents Honprs Day program held
ABILENE, Kan. (UPI) — MiA Vesper Service will be held week long, all expense paid trip Club are club advisors and RoStreet, and a 1969
Peggy Lee Dwyer of OwlmsBruce Scott, Suzanne Jones, Ka- Ford
on Sunday with Governor Louie boro and Larry Tillman
o
Hawaii
bert
on
where
Newcomb
Good
Mustang owned by Park- nutes after they laid Dwight D.
they
e
Friday,
of
will
Murray
April
stay
High
4.
at
7:30
of Ripren
McGary,
Patsy
Helton, Lin- er Ford, Inc., and driven by Eisenhower to rest in the stony
B Nunn as the speaker.
School is faculty advisor.
ley, Tenn., were named as Mur- p.m. "The Burden of Judah" at the Ilikal Hotel.
Thomas 0 Morgan was the ray State's outstand
Parker Ford was the only
The club voted to meet on da Cochran, Pat Ryan, Dan John Hugh Parker of 308 North dignity of his "Place of Meditaing senior will be the sermon theme by
Hutson,
Bill
'Pinkston, Barbara 10th Street.
master of ceremonies and also girl and boy.
tion," prairie disc- jockeys were
the pastor, Rev. Stephen G. Ford dealer in West Kentucky the second and fourth Thursappearing on the program was
to win a trip of this magnitude. days at seven p. m. with the Van Meter, and Allen Spencer. Police said Parker was malt- back playing the top forty reAbout 200 individual student' Musk, Jr.
Mark Tinsley, Allen WeathMax Russell of Murray, presi- were awarded certificat
Holy Communion will be cele- The promotion was entitled place to be determined later.
ing a left turn off the parking cords and Abilene police were
es, c-ash
erly, Mike Boyd, Paula Parker
dent of the MSU student or- awards, grants, and
Governor Smith challenged
lot and collided with the Wells broadcasting helpful hints to
citations brated in the worship services "Going Hawaii Thing".
ganization.
The family drove to Padu- each Junior Civitan to practice Ronnie Dunn, Steve Willoughby car going south on 7th Street. motorists on how to get out .of
provided by the university and tonight and on Easter Sunday.
Mike Ryan, Dan Lampkins, Al
The 60-voice Singing Cadets various honorary and scholasti
The Easter Sunday Festival cah where they caught a plane
Damage to the Pontiac was town.
c
len Cunningham, Bruce Miller
Down. in the railroad yards,
ROTC Choir entertained with organizations on the campus.
Services will start at 10:30 am. for Chicago. From Chicago they each phase of being a good Civion the right side and to the
Jay Richey, and Kathy Lock
Robert Baer as the director.
an emotionally depleted widow
Ford on the right front.
Also recognized were 38 stu- Special music will be provided will fly to Los Angeles and will tan by developing citizenship, hart.
sat disconsolate and almost unCharles Eldridge, director of dents named to "Who's
Who by Prof. Leo Blair of Murray leave from there in the mornperceiving.
school relations, served as in American Colleges
and Uni- State University and the Im- ing for Hawaii.
This was the brutal part of
Mr. Parker said he passed
versities" and 570 students for manuel Lutheran Girls' Choir
mourning for Mamie Eisenhowand Sunday School.
through Hawaii during World
high scholastic average.
er — when the emotional courThe sermon topic for Palm War II when he served in the
Among those from Murray
age faded and she was left to
and Calloway County honored Sunday, March 30, was "God's U.S. Marine Corps. He was on
the stark aftermath — while
Surprises" with scripture read- a transport with 5,000 other
were as follows:
the rest of the world went on
Marines on their way to GuadalAlmo — Mrs. Connie Jones, ing from Matthew 21:1-9.
An Easter Egg Hunt will be
after having been stilled for a
The public is invited to atheld at the Calloway County (Contioseed en Page Eight)
few moments for a man PresiHe said that he felt sure this
tend all services.
Country Club on Saturday, ApSI
dent Nixon called an "authentic
trip
would
be
pleasfar
more
5, from ten to 11:30 a.m. for
hero"
t-ant
than
the
last
one.
pre-school through third grade.
TWO CIVIC/
Model Of Decorum
Each child should bring four
The Eisenhower burial Wei
eggs for the hunt.
Two persons were cited by
nesday was a model of military
The planning committee is
QUINN/ "MOB b/111•WEIMOINIM
the Murray Police Department
decorum Only one thing went
composed of Mesdames Bob
in the past day and night. One
wrong — a sharp wind kept
Billington, Prue Kelly, Tommy by United Press Intent/diem! was cited for
public drunkendisturbing the flag on, the forChrisp, Bill HIM, and Vernon
Cloudy today and tonight with ness at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday
mer president's casket during
Revival services will begin at
Cohoon.
a few light showers. High to- and the other for driving while the Scotts Grove Baptist
funeral services on the steps of
Church
day in the 501. Low tonight in intoxicated at 1:30 a.m. today. located on U.S. Highway
the Eisenhower Library.
641.
the 40s and low 50s. Cloudy and
It was this same flag, folded
two miles north of Murray, on
warmer Friday with scattered,
into a compact triangle before
Sunday, April- 6.
showers. high in the 60s.
the casket was lowered into its
BAK, SALE
Bro. Charles Nelsm, pastrr
vault, that Mamie clutched to
of
the
Kentucky Lake: 7 am 354.7,
Cuba
Baptist
Church,
A rummage sale will be held
will
A bike tele will be held in
the folds of her black fur coat
bit-t
he
evangelis
Saturday, April 5, in the base- up 02; below dam 3067, dow
t
for
the
ser
the Dick and Dunn Electric
as she walked tearfully and unment of the Chestnut Street 7.
Shop at Hazel on Saturday, vices to be held throughout the
steadily from the tiny chapel
'week.
Barkley
Lake:
Services
7
am
will be earl'
Tabernacle, located at Chestnut
April 5, starting at 8:30 a. m.,
on the strong arm of her son,
evening at 7 30 p m
up 0.3; below dam 309.3, down sponsored by
and Cherry Streets.
John D. Eisenhower.
the Women's So2.0.
The hours for the sale will
ciety of Christian Service of
Gordon Smith, Governor of the Kentucky District of Civitan,
Then she and the family,
presents
The
church
pastor.
Leon
the
charter
Rev
for
Sunrise
540; SWIM 4141.
the new Murray Junior Civiten Club to Ennte
be (mei eight 1.m. to two p.m.
the Hazel United Methodist
some of the grandchildren sobbWilItems
,
presiden
t
Penick,
to
of
the
public
.invites
new
the
club.
At
Moon rises 7:49 p.m.
the
left Is Miss Donna Jones, chaplain to the right
The public is invited.
Church.
ing. drove back to the funeral
is Pat Ryan, vice-president of the Junior
attend.
club. In the picture also is Dr. Bobby Meat?! hin,
train which had brought them
president of the total Clvitan Club.
from Washington.

rot
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W.C.Kelley
Passes Away

Students To
Attend Youth
Power Meet

Several Persons
Fined ht Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Concord Parents
Club Plans Meet

National Farmers'
Organization Meets
At Palmer Home

State Is Preparing For
Loss Of Federal Funds

Telephone, Tappan
Closed On Friday

Civitan Club For Juniors
Chartered Here On Tuesday

, Murray, Calloway County
Students Honored At MSU

James Parker Family
Leave
s Today For
Lutheran Church
Hawai
ian Vacation
Announces Services
For Easter Season

Two Car Collision
Occurs Wednesday

Life Goes On
After Ike
Is Buried

Easter Egg Hunt
Planned Saturday

WEATHER REPO!?

Revival At Scotts
Grove Next Week

Rummage Sale To
Be Hetd Saturday
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•
•
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THE LEDGER 6t. TIMES 20 Years Ago Today

Almanac

PUSLEUNIS by UDC=• TOMS PURLOINING COMPANY
LEDGER a TOGO TIM
Rau. Oremolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Oalloway Timm and
The Thass-Ilsraid. October so, isas. and On WRO Kinimukina,
Dr. Hugh McElrath, Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dr. Woodfin
January 1, 1143.
Mg N. 4th Sorest, Merray, Kantuda 01111
Hutson, Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Dr. A. H. Titsworth, and Dr.
A. D. Wallace, Murray dentists, are attending the 89th
JAICES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISSIMIL
annual session of the Kentucky State Dental Associa11% swerve the right to rates; any Advartiming. Letters to Ow IhOlise. tion at the Brown
Hotel in Louisville.
or Public Voice items which. In our opinion. are not EIN the bed
A Packard. stolen from Ray Munday April 1, Was
interast of our readers.
found yesterday morning about fifty yards off the New
NATIONAL REPRES124TATIVISS: WALLA=
00„ UN Concord Highway about three miles from Murray.
Madison Ave. Memphis. Tema.; linis di Life Bldg, New Taft.
MT.
Miss Dorinda Kay Hopkins was honored with a party
ataphaoson Bldg. Detroit. Mich.
in celebration of her second birthday by her Mother,
Intend at ths Post Otho*, Murray. Sablasda. for tranmaission as Mrs. Doris
Hopkins.
Elsoond Cleo IlsOlisr
Calloway and Marshall All Stars defeated the Mc1111111111CIPTION RATES: By Cartier In Murray, per weak Mg. per Cracken County All Stars 65-56
in a basketball game
Math $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, par year, SIC played at
Paducah.
Zones 1 it 2. 513.00; Elaewhere $111.00. All serrice subscriptions NAO.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

THURSDAY — APRIL 3, 1969
Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup from me:
nevertheless not my will, but thine, be done.
—Luke 22:42.
God's answer to sincere prayer may not always be
according to our own desires.

GET THE HORNETS' NESTS
(Tullahoma News)

It is a helpful sign to hear that the Nixon
administration
is
considering ending
the
self-imposed action that is letting Communist
forces continue to have a sanctuary inside the
borders of Cambodia, that small neutralist minded
comity that bowlers South Vietnam on the west.
It Malmo bad enough that South Vietnam
has suffered terrific loss of life among its civilian
Questions and
population and that the American and South
Answers
Vietnamese forces have lost thousands of men
LONDON ( U P ) — Philip
since the bombing of North Vietnam ceased last
Astley left the 15th Light
fall.
1, Q. My husband was killed Horse cavalry division in 1767
with no money but two imporBut a sizable cause of the warfare, vrhich has
In an automobile accident last
tant assets — a horse and his
brought the loss of about 10,000 American
month. He had worked under skill as
a horseman.
fighting men thusfar, has been the sanctuary just
social security for 5 years, I
Within • year he had param
expectin
g
our
first child in layed those possessions into
inside Cambodia enjoyed by North Vietnamese
June. Whay should I do about wealth and fame and, almost
troops who have been immune from American
filing for benefits?
in passing, had given the world
pursuit on,-e they creased the border out of
the first example of what it
Vietnam.
A. You could file for the lump now knows as the circus—an
sum pap:Rent to help pay the bur- entertainment ILS universal as
It is about time that our national leadership - — III expenses now.
You and the television is now.
faced up to this strange aspect of the war and
child could be eligible for reg- Astley's first horse was a gift
began to place it on a realistic basis. After all, there
ular monthly benefits, beginning from General Elliott. later
is no suactui , for either the civilians in South
with the month the child is born, Lord Heathileld. in recognition
Vietnam or t
and you should file for these of his bravery and distinguishAmerican fighting men who have
ed service in the cavalry.
benefits as soon as possible after
the weapons L. defense ut lack the official policy
With this presentation horse
birth
of
the
child.
backing for using them.
and another bought at the
Smithfield market he first set
Diplomatic relations between the United
2. Q. I understand I can get up in business in fields at HalfStates and Cambodia have seldom been easy,
credit for a quarter of work penny Patch near what is now
probably
under social security if I am London's Waterloo Station.
because
of
the
understandable
paid $50 in a quarter. If I earn
The acrobatic Astley soon
Cambodian with to keep the ancient nation from
$200 in the last quarter of the discovered one important fact:
sliding into the cauldron of war.
year, does this mean I get credit he could attract and entertain
But the existence of Communist bases inside
for all four quarters of the year? larger crowds—and hence colCambodia, after all, is a violation of the border and
A. No. You are credited with lect more money — if he per
is hardly what could be called respect for
the work in the quarter you are formed his equestrian tricks
the
paid the wages for all work other while his horse cantered in a
country's national integrity.
circle.
than agricultural work. You are
The United States and Cambodia have
After his initial success Astright about getting credit for any ley decided
to open a more
previously held talks on the aibjuct of foreign
quarter you are paid S50 in wages permanent place
of exhibition.
infiltration of the Cambodian boundary and of hot
for most jobs covered by social In another section of London
security.
pursuit of attacking foreign forces that come from
he rented a large piece of land
on which he built the first saw
Cambodia into Vietnam It appears to be the time
3.- Q. I am getting benefits dust ring. Prom then on Astfor converting these words into action.
for myself and one child from ley's success was assured. From
As most people know, swatting individual
the work of my deceased hus- contemporary accounts, Asthornets is helpful, but the surest method of
band. My fiance is getting bene- ley's show was not much like
solving
fits for his young girl from the the Circus of the 20th century.
that particular pest problem is ce destroy
It consisted only J•if equestrian
the
work of her deceased mother.
hornets' nest. It's time we took care of the hornets
and musical performances deWill our marriage effect the signed to
astonish rather than
across the Cambodian border, for the good of
benefits for the children?
the
&MUM.
United States, South Vietnam and Cambodia itself.
Astley's fame spread to the

SOCIAL Horsing Around
SECURITY led To The Birth

EASTER OUTFIT--Mrs. Richard Nixon wears her Easter outfit
in Washington as she chats
with "Mrs. U.S. Savings Bonds," Mrs. Joy Beriemann
of Las Cruces. N.M., who is presenting her with a replica of New Mexico's state
bird, the road runner. Mrs. Nixon's
Easter outfit is a robin's egg blue suit with short
jacket and A -line skirt. She is honorary chairman of National Women's Activitie
s or U.S Savings IloncLs.

Quotes From The News

continent and he opened a
Circus in Paris—on the site of
the present Cirque d'Hiver—
and another in Dublin.
His son, who followed his
father into the ring, performed
before Louis XVI and Marie
Antoinette at the Palace of
Versailles and was presented
with a diamond-studded medal.
Watley himself died in comfortable circumstances in Paris
in 1814 in his 73rd year.
His first horse. Gibraltar.
lived to the remarkable age of
42. On his death, his hide was
tanned and made into a "thun-i
der-drum" for use at the Circus.
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ROUNDUP*

U S MARINES
KILL 120 FOE
IN EIGHT-HOUR
BATTLE JUST
SOUTH OF DMZ

NOA

•
:•

BATTIESHIP
NEW JERSEY
COOLS 13 RED
BUNKERS ON
SOUTH VIET
COAST, THEN
HEADS HOME

RECORD SUPPLY 140ARD
UNEARTHED BELOW DFAZ
IN NORTHWEST—RICE
TO FEED 12,000-MAN
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GAS BLASTS Kitt 145 MINERS Powerful gas explosions collapsed two coal mines at Nueva Rosita, Meigco I
see map I.
and killed 33 men trapped inside one mine Mrd
112 in the
second. The mines were operated by Altos Hornos,
a government-financed steel company.
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"ONE OF THE YEWS TEN BEST!"

Elle Sings Title
HOLLYWOOD UPI I — Ella
Fitzgerald has recorded the Utie song for 11.401.1's "A Place
for Lovers" starring Faye Dunaway and Marcell° Mashiol
annl.

WASHINGTON CPI -The House
Tuesday shouted approval of a
bill to authorize the Navy to pay
$15,000 bonuses to submarine
officers who agree to remain in
r
the service four years beyond
• . .
their first tour of duty. About (bodged Stars
HOLLYWOOD , UPIi — Si
1,100 officers are affected. The
— SUGGiSTED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES
John Glelaud guest stars in
bill goes to the Senate.
'Oh , What A Lovely War for
Paramount

Deaths reported today are Mrs. Bertie Jeffrey, age
73, widow of the late W. V Jeffrey, and Rev. Will Bradley of Murray.
Betty Hart, Eileen Rohwedder, Sharon Outland, Sandra Hamrick, Gail Houston, Judi Ward, Ted Sykes,
Steve Sanders, Frank Rickman, Jerry Rose, and Woody
Herndon, all of the Tri-141-Y and the Hi-Y Clubs at
Murray High School, will attend the annual Youth Assembly sponsored by the state YMCA at Frankfort.
Pvt. Rex Galloway of the U.S Army and stationed at
Fort Jackson, S.C.Is visiting with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs Harding Galloway.
Mrs. Margie Lassiter will speak on "Better Buys in
'Fabrics'. at the adult homemaking class at Murray
Training School

20.

I

an inter-racial love story.

r

RAY MOGI FOUND DIAD IN CHAMSERS The death in
Memphis. ?inn of Judge W. Preston Rattle (inset
in his
chambers (abo‘e 1, the trial judge
an the James Earl Ftar
;JOc ould bring a new trial
for the confessed slayer ot
Martin lAither King Jr under Tennessee law, judge
a
%aid
The coroner ruled Battle died of a heart attack..
- .
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•

•

•

• •
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-
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* KIDDIE SHOW SAT. 1 Til 3 *
-LAD, A DOG- in Color
Disney Week Is Coming April 6th!

•

I
V.

did approval of financier Howard
Hughes' bid to take over Air
West. The airplane was formed
Last year by the merger of BonWASHINGTON UPI - The Civil inza, West
Coast and Pacific
Aeronautics Board's Bureau of Airlines.
°mating lUghis has recount's,- approved Its stockholders have
En sal* to Hughes, /
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RED MORTARS DESTROY
US *TM INFANTRY'S
AMMO BASE AT DONG
TAM, BIGGEST DUMP
IN THE MEKONG DELTA
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REDS LOSE 44 KILLED
IN TRYING TO AMBUSA
10-TRUCK U.S. CONVOY
NORTHEAST Of SAJG014

WASHINGTON UPI - George
H. Mahon, D-Tex., chairman of
the Joint Committee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures says
civilan federal employment rose
in February for the fourth conse-$.
cutive month. Mahon said that
for the first eight months of the
1968 Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act, permanent employment had dropped about 48,000,
partially offset by increases of
15,000 in exempt employment.
The biggest drop was last September - 90,000. The increase
in February was 7,117.

WASHINGTON UPI - The Boston-New York link in the nation's
high-speed rail service will open
on a limited basis next Tuesday.
Using aircraft turbine engines,
the train, run by the New Haven,
has reached speeds of 170 miles
an hour in tests. Transportation
Secretary John A. Volpe, in making the announcement,said initial
service - one round trip daily would not be siviiiirantly faster
than the present trains' time of
tour hours and 15 minutes.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

PARIS — U.S. Ambassador Lawrence E. Walsh explaining why the U.S delegation demands that
North
Vietnamese troops withda.rw to within their borders
:
"They not only invade South Vietnam, they also
invade the neighboring kingdom of Laos and even
have
troops in Cambodia They have imposed their
troops on
all their neighbors except Communist China."

,---......•••••••••••—.•••••••••11,

SERVICE OPENS

Vietnam

10

NEW YORK — A statement by the American Jewish
Congress, objecting to publication of two nursery rhymes
:onsidered anti-Semitic and anti-Negro:
"At the time the Mother Goose verses originated,
anti-Semitism and racism were undoubtedly traditio
nal
and even respectable in most quarters. Today it is generally understood . . that they are destructive of
human values and even of human lives."

EMPLOYMENT RE

‘11....•••••••••••••••••••.”••••

Of Our Circus

A. No. Your benefits will stop
but the benefits for the two children will remain the same.
4. Q. The only evidence of my
age that I had to present to socBy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
ial security was a recent statement by my 85-year-old aunt
GREENVILLE,SC — Boo Jones Jr., president of Bob Why wouldn't social security acJones University, explaining why he wants campus cept this?
guards equipped with submachine guns and automatic' A. The statement was considered. However, documentary evrifles:
'We have assured . . . parents that their daughters idence established near birth of
Will be protected from harm and we intend to use any the individual has more probative
lawful means necessary to see that this promise is car- value in establishing a date of
birth for social security purposried out."
es. Age must, be established on
the best evidence available:PARIS — A North Vietnamese official, commenting
on U.S. Defense secretary Melvin Laird's decision to
reduce spending for B-52 bombing raids:
"Mr. Laird's proposal cut projected 8-52 expenses
by $52 million while still constituting a $50 xnillion increase over 1968 f%ures. This is certanly no deescalation."

•

by United Press International
Today is Thursday, April 3,
he 93rd day of 1969 with 272
o follow.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Mer'Jury and Mars.
The evening stars are Venus)
Jupiter and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1860, the Pony Express
postal service began.
In 1885, the Union Army occupied Richmond, Va., former
capital of the Confederacy.
In 1882, Jesse James was shot
and killed while hanging a picture at his home in St. Joseph,
Mo.
In 1962, the United State0
government ordered New Or.
leans to integrate the first six
grades of public schools.
A thought for the day —
Vannevar Bush said, "The
scene changes but the aspirations of men of good will persist."
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Clendenon

sig
nsc
ontliam Back, Red
With
"freal Sox In Good Spirits

DOWN
George Stone combined in si
Writer
three-hitter to give the Atlanta
and that Braves a 10-0 triumph over GNI
Bob
Cardinals Cincinnati Reds, who were shut
means the
NEW YORK UPI - The Monthe season out for the third straight gamei
are ready
treal Expos and Houston Astros,
• provided
they have George Mitterweid singled,
at -odds in recent weeks over a
to sing the for his third hat of the game to
sinned u,p
next Tuesday drive in the winning run as,
trade that deprived Houston of a
National
veteran first baseman, were exnight.
the Minnesota Twins downed the
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
pected to resolve their difficulGibson tagged for a two- Boston Red Sox 5-4.
last year, also is in the running,
UPI Executive Sports Editor
ties today.
run horn Norm Cash in the
The New York Yenk.ees rats
The two key men in the infield
first inn but then allowed ad their spring record to 16-7
The key figure in the controvare
Ken Harrelson at first base
three hits in the with a victory over the
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. UPI ersy, Donn Clendenon, a first
Washand George Scott at third. Harrelas the Cardi- ington Senators.
next run
baseman, came out of retire- The big story in the Boston Red
son, who wears his hair long and
the world chainflats
nals
ment Wednesday to sign a two- Sox camp is Tote, Conlgliaro.
On other fronts: Outfielde
his suits Edwardian style, holds
it Tigers 11-3. Gib- Chico Dial ninth-inning errorr
picm
In
fact,
the
remarkable comeyear contract with the Expos.
one of the keys because of the
out five and walked enabled Ty Ciine to score
SOO
back
of the good looking, black
Even if Clendenon did end up
from
superlgive year he had in 1968
962, the United States*
• two '
strong performance. second base and give the Monwith the Expos, instead of the haired outfielder could be the
when he woo the A. L. RBI title
ment ordered New Or•
Ellis allowed its hits treal Exos a 211 &octagon
Astros as it was planneda couple big story of the entire spring.
over
,o integrate the first six
ings and Wilbur Wood the New York Mets
Dick Williams, the Red Sox with 109 and challenged for .the
of months ago, his action did
"B" squad.
of public schools.
the seventh inning of
Tommy Egan's two-run doumanager, calls Conigliaro's co- home crown with 35. Everybody
appear to speed things up.
wants to see if he can do it again.
bought for the day —
ortened game as the ble with two out in
meback
"A Miracle." No matter
the ninth
Baseball
Commissioner Bowie
•
White Sox beat the gave the Calaorni
var Bush said, "The
Chi
a Angels a
Kuhn said officials of the two whether it is or not, there's no
Cubs 2-0.
changes but the aspireNot Upset
6-4 win over the Seattle Pilots
National League teams discussed question that it has spurred the
Reed, Ken Johetaon and . . . Matty Alou's homer
d men of good will perRed Sox on to the kind of spirit
led the
the
trade
in
New
his
York
office
--#
Williams isn't the least bit
Pittsburgh Pirates over the New
Wednesday afternoon and were and enthusiasm last generated by
upset over the far-out way Harr•York Mete' "A" teem 7-2.. . .
them
two
years
ago
"quite
when
near
they
solution"
a
when
-- UPI Pilot°
elson dresses.
Dave Morehead, Tom Burgme- BIG STRETCH to make it
they adjourned.
back to first base after an attempted steal of second is Atlanta's
upset 100-1 odds to become the
"I wouldn't care what he wears
ier and Dave Wickersham com- Felipe Alms.
"I'm quite confident the part- American League champions.
Giving chase is Oriole shortstop Mark Belanger who made the
IPLOYMENT RISE
putout on the
off the field as long as he keeps
bined in a one-hitter as the
ies will work something ouL
Atlanta-Baltimore exhibition game in West Palm Beech, Florida.
Kansas City Haynie blanked the aneaccestal Abu in
hitting the way he has been,"
I'm hopeful there will be an
Happy Camp
Philadelphia Phillles 2-0.
laughs Williams. "Besides Ken's
announce
ment
Thursday
,
"
he
Willie McCovey drove in five
neat, I have no fault to find with
said.
"This is a real happy camp," him,"
runs with a grand slam homer
IINGTON UPI - George
The
Expos
says
Williams
sent
Clendenon and
. "We had a wonMurray State's injury-ridden and a solo homer in the San
Scott could become an imporion, D-Tex., chairman of
outfielder Jesus Alou to the As- derful attitude two years ago,
track team will be out of com- Francisco Giants' 9-2 romp over
tant
factor in Boston's attempt
at Committee on Reducttros op Jan. 22 for firs. base- but this time it looks even betpetition this week but for six the Cleveland Indians . . . Dick
to finish first in its division, He
'ederal Expenditures says
man Rusty Staub. Siaub is still ter."
individuals who will rue in the Green's three-run homer and
slumped to .171 last season and
federal employment rose
with Montreal and Alou with Ho- Conigliaro has to be largely
University of Kentucky Relays two doubles and a single by
was generally unhappy, but feels
ustoia , but Clendenon announced responsible for this new enthuuary for the fourth conse-4
44Friday and Saturday.
Bert Campaneris paced the Oakhe can add at least 75 points easmonth. Mahon said that
his
retiremen
siasm
among
t,
the
and Kuhn subRed Sox. The ily this year
Eight members of the Racer land Athletics over the San Diand provide !belong
sequently ordered his contract 6-3, 185-pound outfielder had been
first eight months of the
team are injured, most suffer- ego Padres 84 as Jim Nash
ball which is expected of him.
evenue and Expenditure
returned to Montreal, which in told he would never be able to
ing from pulled muscles. Five went seven innings for the winRico Petrocelli will be back at
Act, permanent employturn was to supply Houston with play tall again following a beating
of the eight, !Printer
ners . . . Ran Fairly drove in
short and Mike Andrews at secLarry
another player or players.
by Jack Hamilton of the Angels on
Coleman, hurdler Ed Smith, three runs and Tom Haller
id dropped about 48,000,
ond base and the Red Sox don't
quarterman Leroy McGinnis, knocked in two, offsetting a
y offset by increases of
Montreal was in a better pos- Aug. 18, 1967. His left cheek was
figure to have any trouble there.
sprinter Randy Smith, and die- homer by Jim Wynn, and givition today to give players, since crushed and it was believed he
in exempt employment,
Dalton Jones and veteran Dick
tance_man Gary Leighton, *IOW ing the Loa Angeles Dodgers a
Clendenon's signing gave the Ex- never would see well enough
;gest drop was last SepSchofield are the reserves.
10-5
ed
last
triumph
Saturday'
over the Houston
pos more strtiogth.
s meet with
again out of his left eye to play
- 90,000. The increase
Southeast Missouri which Mar- Astro'.
Staub indicated on numerous tall. Placed on the emergency
uary was 7,117.
Catching Weakest Point
tray lost 75-70. The other three,
LOS ANGELES UPI - Lew Al- occasions he would quit before disabled list all last year, the
By MILTON RICHMAN
agents so I asked him exactly cindor's
distance man Greg Fuilarton,
returning
24-year-o
to
Houston,
ld
Tony
C.
and
collegiate
has
the
batted
era
in which
MAY CLOSE
UPI Sports Writer
If the Red Sox have any weakhow he felt about all this money he led UCLA
pole vaulter Doug Morris, and
to three straight Expos seemed to make it plain his way back so that at this
MONTPELLIER, Vt. eell —
ness
it's behind the plate where
floating around for athletes.
Whinier Al Hicks, participatby
the
writing
wording
of the announceWilliams now considers
national championships officially
ed in the meet but not at full Green Mountain Race Track may
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if
the
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rs for John Wooden, the UCLA "My philosophy is that any game All-America center's sign- nesday that they planned to keep
With batting champ Carl Tai-` as the number one catcher unless
Individual or talent is worth what
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Bucks
handle
e
of the
from 5.8 to 6 per
going to Darrell Remelt and
that bur if he had only gone a pay to get it," Barnes said."You National Basketball Association. first place from Pittsburgh in to possibly the strongest outfiel from him.
AS
cent.
take a horse; can you tell theowTommy Turner. Remote won the
Williams is quite satisfied with
A member of the track's exe- bit further.
The Bucks and Alcindor staged last year's expansion draft be- in the league if not in the majors.
ner what price he should put on
mile in 4:16.8 and set a new
his Wetting. Righthanders Jun
Wooden
said
cause he is a good versatile
the
other
cutive
day he it? Of
committee Mid, "With
a
public
contract
signing
cereachool record for the three mile
course not. I don't think
Lonborg and Ray Culp and leftplayer. When lie gets into cone
no Sunday racing now in ef- was happy to see Lew Akincior,
Subs Talented, Too
with a winning time of 14:359.
it's that much different when mony Wednesday but refused to dition
hander Dick Ellsworth will be
fect, based on our 1967 figures, his ex-meal ticket, get illhe
we will find a way to work
give
the
press
a
peek
at
the
Turner won the 220 and 440
could but felt the $3.25 million your dealing with someone who terms of the reported five-year him into our plans," Montreal
Williams' backup man in the three of his regular
,
dashes, was a member of the the changes of split will guar- offer
starters and
made by the American Bas- has a particular talent."
antee this track a lode this
Manager Gene Mauch said Wed- outfield are no sloches either. Ken
$1 million agreement.
winning 440 relay, and ran a
Brett, a 20-year-old leftBarnes
frankly
concedes
negoketball Association was "a lot of
year."
nesday.
Among
the
available
Both
s are: Con- bander from Brooklyn, N. Y.,
sides radiated satisfacremarkable lap of 46.4 on a
tiations between him and Ra,lph
nonsense."
The Expos said Clendenon wou- igliaro's 21-year-old kid brother, may windup
muddy track for the mile relay
with the fourth spot.
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that
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e Bucks for a
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following offseason
this year are not going well at who was hailed as pro basketball's next big star even when he pos' Class A farm club to get ty hitting Joe Lalliwd, whoa num- surgery and lanky righthand
dash at the UK Relays, Remote rica 03/41 — Billie Jean Sing paltry million, Wooden's remark all.
er
was playing in high school at in shape, and would be expected ber of clubs will gladly take
the mile and three mile, and Ed- of Long Beach, Calif., has been may seem strictly academic in
Mike Nagy, up from Winstonto in the club in 10 to 14 days. the Red--Sox' hands anytime they Salem, looks like
die Hearne the 100-yard dash. seeded No. 1 in th women's the minds of some people, but "We're really far apart," he New York.
the darkhorse
Without releasing Staub or Cl- don't want him, and handyman of the
John Boyer and Dennis McLe1- singles of the Booth African that's not the way it is in my says. "We asked for $600,000
Alcindor's accepted the NBA
staff.
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over
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a
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endenon,
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beperiod
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. land are entered in the javewas a question
and he club's contract despite reports
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to
Laver,
athletes
altho$250,000 and that was it. ball Association was willing to could offer and still satisfy the hitter in 72 games with Boston figure
these days is
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The Racers will be out of ac- ugh recently ousted in the open- completely out of line," Wooden We've been colored as villains go as high as 23.24 million to Astros' need of a good first baseing
round
of
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Madison Square said. "There's really no reason trying to hold up Mr. Wilson but Obtain him.
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tion next week because of
" spring vacation. They will next Garden Challenge Trophy Open for offering such fantastic pack- that's not true at all. Mr. Wilson, Alcindor met with Milwaukee
.1 gas explosions colrun in the Kansas Relays, April in New York, is the top seed in ages to an 0. J. Simpson or seemed concerned over 0. J.'s President John Erickson to finCOLOR MAN
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Misaco i see map p.
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Cup playoffs.
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"The Meri-Mac" Is
Scene Of Luncheon
For Bridesmaids
"The Men-Mac", home of
Mrs. Graysan McClure in Panorama Shores, was the scene of
the bridesmaids luncheon for
Miss Marilyn Wilson whose
wedding to Tommy Walker
an event of Sunday, March 73.
The luncheon was held on
Saturday, March 21, at twelve
thirty o'clock in the afternoon
with Mrs McClure and Mrs.
William Edwards, aunts of the
honoree, as the hostesses.
For the special occasion the
honoree chose to wear a blue
voile dress with white collar
and cuffs. She was presented a
corsage of white daisies.
Miss Wilson presented gifts
to her attendants.
The buffet table was covered
with a pale green cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of spring flowers. Card tables
were set up in the spacious and
beautiful living room overlooking Kentucky Lake. They were
covered with white cloths and
centered with crystal bud vases
holding red variegated tulips.
Place cards, ha-droade in the
image of the honoree by Mrs.
Johnny Reagan, were used.
Arrangements of spring flowers were used at vantage points
throughout the lovely home.
Those attending were Miss
Jere Washer, Hiss Judy Downs,
Miss Melanie Boyd, Miss Lynn
Walker, Miss Patricia Doran,
Miss Karen Edwards, Miss Mar
the Ann Walker, Mrs. Ronald
Churchill. Mrs. Loyd Wilson
Mrs. Grace Ahart, Mrs. Tommy
Walker, Sr., Mrs. Evelyn Wilson, the honoree, Old the hoe
tutees.
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Dr. Kenneth Harrell Speaker
Department; Mr.s. Rayburn,

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am really worried about my son in Viet
Nam. He's been there nearly a year and has four girls waiting
for him back in the States.
He waist them all that be "loves" them and is going to
marry than soften he gets home. All these girls have sent him
*wets, pokes. stationery, radios, watches, tapes, etc. [He
11111111 What be wants, and they send it.]
ether, but they ALL tekpbone
—111111-1111k do not knOW
as whoaems beer hese we"mod they read me parts of his
-11Nets.One ski illisededer le lovely. She's asked me to help
I tell this girl what is
lar Ida bar -Igeddilr
-- going es? Avid simild I tell my sea I know what tie's doing!
SOLDIER'S MOTHER

plans. "mow

1

DEAR MOTHER: Deal tell the girt bet DO tall year sea
that set amity dues he have leer girls waiting fur him. he may
have fear sets el parrots waiting far him. But deal he
surprised if be decides I. lige op far soother bitch.
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman in my late forties who hss
kept company for three years with a man of about in. We had
a sort of -understanding," but nothing definite was said about
marriage.
Well, suddenly a 19-year-old kid turns up from out of
nowhere, and this friend of mine has sure taken a shine to him
Now he says be is going to ADOPT him. Is this possible?
JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: Almost anything is possible. Adoption laws
vary from state to elate, but am *tog is standard Rolm
anyone is allowed I. adept a child Ithis is a "child?"I them
will be a there investigation end a let of imagism imbed.
DEAR ABBY: My husband came home one day with a ring
bearing the emblem of his lodge. He had removed the gold
Tithe bead I had given him and replaced it with this lodge
ring. 1 egnmed say hurt and dimppshitimat,
k did no
gest—. Ws eatimil to wear the ledge ries. Ms I tried to
mink hew! felt Asia it, be esandisekalar 0191 as he didn'twait is bear any sere about it.
kiss after this Its got —-wary Wavy ring ler is. right
husk able with the blips add= ea IL as wows talk rim
ewegy due.1 Runk it is lit•ant be lassseal sit his adilliation
with this kegs that he mos a symbol et k
ssek heed, but
tied titmillsg baud is aim a my important mid to me. It
was a combat tomblike et ises,sue hem,aid our children.
Do you Mkt Its is !FANS is NE
HURT
smi?
DEAR HURT: 1 Mink be has indeed TOLD yea semething
I aloe Mak be Is saber incredibly Imesesleve. or wedges*
added. One eternise N kis left hand teems what his right hand
is wearing.
DEAR ABBY: A number of our young people engage in
experimental sex It may be that this practice results in part
from the temptation to USE people and LOVE things. That
philosophy has long been bankrupt More satisfying living
results when we LOVE people and USE things. This attitude
finds something miming in casual sex.
EDUCATOR
Rverybedy les a problem Whits yeses? Ter a perannal
reply wee to Abby. BM OWL Les Asides. CM. IMO and
melees a Amps& soltaddromed Sowslope.

urrmast
Limn=

MEND 111 TO AT. DCI
MATZ TO WRITE
SOW LOS ANGELIS, CAL., ISM, FOR ABET'S EOM=
PON AU. OCCA/1101418.•
•IfelsW TO WRITE

Make Easter . . .

•••
Miller Home Scene
Of Regular Meet
Of Group 1 CWF

Mrs. Richard Miller opened
her home on Olive Street for
the meeting of Group I of the
Christian Women's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
held on Tuesday, April 1, at
ten o'clock in the morning.
Presenting the program en
the topic, -Be Like A Child".
was Mrs. James C. Hart.
The worship part of the program was given by Mrs. Bill
Van Meter.
Mrs. William Seale, group
chairman, presided at the meeting and appointed Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Mrs. John Quertarmeus.
and Mrs. James C. Hart to serve
on the nominating committee.
During the social hour refreshments were served by the
hostess to the fourteen mem
ben present.
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"PRESIDENTS ARE' BUSY" companies and then shipped to
Chosen Queen of the Interthe schools, where they would
national Azalea Festival
be warmed and served.
April 23-27 in Norfo:k, Va.,
Dr. Ralph Kiyosaki, State
Tricia Nixon, 23, daughter
Superintendent of Education,
of President ,Nixon, tells
said officials from hill
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newsmen in Washington at
department have inspected
a pre-festival reception that
airline procedures in
she has been "putting the
quick-freezing. "I think we
pressure on" her father to
might
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attend her coronation. But
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Son's Romances
Worry Mother

BEL 3, 1960
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Pruitt-Miller Engagement

.a

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rogers
of 1609 Locust Street, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Jeffrey Brent, weighing seven
pounds 10% ounces, born on
Monday. March 31, at 4:10 pin
at the Murray-Calloway Count,
Hospital.
The grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. John Neubauer of Chicago. Ill., and Mr. and Min. R
W. jaogers of Hornersville, Mo.
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Mike McDougal
of 1006 Payne Street, Murray,
announce the birth of a daughler, Dana Michelle, weighing
eight pounds 9% ounces, born
on Monday, March 31, at 4:48
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
.Mrs. Tilman Weaver of Murray
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill McDougal of Bowling
Green.
Mr and Mrs. Rudy McDougal
and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Outland of Murray are great grandparents. Mrs. Eva Provine of
Hazel is a great great grandmother.
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Don J. Schmidt
of Fort Wayne, Ind., are the
parents of a son, Jason Kurt,
born on Sunday, March 23. The
new mother is • the former
Pamela Atkins Preston of Murray and Mr. Schmidt is from
Logansport, Ind.
Maternal grandparents are
MISS SANDRA SUE PRUITT
Mrs. Ruby Preston of Oak
Mr. and Mrs. Carey Willard Pruitt, Blackjack Road, Frank- Park, Mich., and the late Billy
lin, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their Rae Atkins of Murray Mr. and
Mrs. D. B. Schmidt of Logan&
daughter, Sandra Sue of Springfield, to Christopher Nash Miller
port, Ind., are the paternal
of Lexington. Mr. Miller is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Dock
grandaarents.
J. Miller of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins
Miss Pruitt received the bachelor's of science degree from and
Mrs. Zella Wisehart and
Western Kentucky University where she was elected to Who's the late Harris Wisehart.
all of
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. Murray,
are the maternal great
She received the Master of Science in Library Science from the grandparents. Paternal
great
University of Kentucky School of Library Science. Miss Pruitt
grandparents are the late Mr
is employed with the Commonwealth of Kentucky Department and Mrs. John Davis
of Walton,
of Libraries as a Regional Librarian.
Int. and the late Mr. and Mrs
Mr. Miller attended Murray State University, and is pre- A. J Schmidt of Loganspo:t
sently enrolled at the University of Kentucky School of Fngi- Ind.
!leering. lie has served in the U.S. Navy and is an Electronics
Mr. and Mrs. Atkins of Mur
Techniciai Second Class in the Neal Reserve.
ray spent several days visiting
The wedding will be Ma* 113, at two o'clock in the after- the new parents after the
arri
noon at the Hillsdale United Methodist Church, Blackjack Road, val Of the baby.
Franklin. Friends and relatives are invited.

at Hazel at seven p.m.
Hildred Sharpe, and Essie lilaS. • •
meet at the church at two pm "
34 .
Saturday, April 5
•••
•••
The- 1irksey PTA Men's
Priebe, April 4
The Garden Department ef
and Women's Basketball teams
the Murray Woman's Club will
will play the Almo PTA teams,
meet at the club house at 1:30
Two plays will be given by at Kirksey at seven p.m.
p.m. Hostesses will be Mesdani
•• •
Tlywrodiry, April 3
es Hugh Houston, L J. Hortino 8th grade class of New Concord
A
rummage
sale will be held
School
at
seven
p.m.
The
Dexter
Homemakers Robert Douglas, James Hamil
•••
in the bosement of Chestnut,
ub will meet at the home ef ton, George Hart, and Edgar
.The Hazel PTA Men's and Street Tabernacle, located at
. B. C. Edwards_
Pride.
•••
Women's Basketball teams will Chestnut and Cherry Streets,
•••
fr.im eight a.m, to two pAn.1
The Good Shepherd United
The Town and Country Home- play the Kirksey PTA teams The public is
invited.
ethodist Church WSCS will makers Club will
meet at the
home of Mrs. E. C. Wallin, Loch
Lomond Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
S'S
Meg pm Ire,Wept MS fint.
Friday, April 4
The Senior Citizens Club will
meet at the Community Center,
Ellis Drive, at noon for a potluck luncheon. Hostesses will
be Mesdames Katie Overcast,
•• •
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Quick-freeze
Food for School?

•

•

dents are: she said

MURRAY MOBILE HOMES le
Luxurious Living at Economy Prices
Next Deer

to Holiday inn

753-3644

am

•

Nice for Someone
GIVE FLOWERS
CORSAGES
CANDY
CUT FLOWERS
POTTED PLANTS

N.

ito

•

Ie t

OSS

Front to rear; Kingswood Estate Wagon,
Concount Station Wagon, Sportvan
and Suburban.

No other wagons'
have such a capacity for enjoyment.

Neaba F.T.D.

SHIRLEY FLORIST
•
r

45

ON A CLLAIt DAY Singelactress
Barbra
Streisand
wears bell-bottom trousers; a warm fur coat and a Cossack-Style hat as she arrives
In London to begin filming
_
1111
1PialLi..!121/_IA,
•
You Can See Forever

Show you what we mean
Maybe you're a bit more eprioue about
the
Say you're in a('hevrolet Kingswood or
great outdoors. So are we. That's why we
offer
Concours Walk In Wagon, when suddenly the
the ('hevy Sportvan and Suburban. To an
road becomes nothing hut chuckholes and ruts. . ou tdoonsina n, they're like
clear skies and
Only you can't tell it's rough.
no mosquitoes.
You see,('bevy wagons float along on
So before you head out to see the U S.A.,
computer-selected coil springs that smooth
better stop by your Chevrolet dealer's
kbven the meantit road.•
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The story of the Eisenhower faA MAN WHO BELIEVED
fily is the story of countless
IN AMERICA
other American families of mo
For millions of Americans the deist
means who believed in
pasein4 of Dwight D. Eisenhow
the virtues of work, thrift, and
er, 34th President of the Unit loyalty to God and country.
ed State and commander of the
The man who later in life
allied armies in Europe, pro
was to command the largest
vided a solemn occasion for re
force of free men ever commit
calling the vital qualities cc .ed to battle
was a man brought
leadership in this Republic.
m to believe in self-reliance
Gee. Eisenhower was a pre He
didn't have the comforts and
duct of the American experien
pleasures of other young men
cc and embodied patriotic virt from
more affluent circumstanues which are essential to thie
ces, but he didn't complain. He
country if it is to endure. At e
relied on his own abilities and
time when there is disorder it
energies. He didn't expect an
the had and not inconsiderable 0E0 or any
other agency to
disloyalty to its values, as evi
provide him with instant prosdenced aniong the militants ol perity.
the New Left, it is timely tc
For the young Eisenhower,
bear in mind what is basic tc
service to country was a wongreatness and to the survival derful
opportunity, not someof the American system.
thing to be avoided by takini
Nowadays, militants denounce refuge in
graduate school
•The System," and call for iti Thr ughout
his life he adhered
overthrow or radical alteration
to West Point's injunction to
The militants have their camp follow the
path of duty, honor
followers in politics who try and
courage. These concepts are
to sell the idea that the United a
million light years away from
States is riddled with imper- what the
New Left intelligentfections and In need of radical
slit teaches today. Instead of
reconstruction. Some officehold
stressing duty, the "liberal" inera, sad to say, believe that it
tellectuals urge young men to
is smart to adopt the New Left's avoid
national service. Honor is
slogans about this being a land scorned
by the Left intelligentof hunger and hardship.
sia as an outmoded concept.
Dwight Eisen bower was a Instead, they
urge the young to
product- of the American Sy- seek peace
at any price, to bestem, and his success in life lieve that it's
better to be "Red
demonstrates how effective and than dead."
Finally, courage in
worthwhile that system is. He defense of
one's country is diswas born into a family of mo- missed by
radicals as a shopdest means. His father was a worn concept.
They speak of
worker in a creamery in Abi- the virtue
of anarchy.
lene. Today, "liberals" no doubt
In the eight years that
would describe his family as Dwight D.
Eisenhower was
"deprived" or "disadvantaged." President,
he displayed none of
But the Eisenhower family the arrogance
of power characdidn't see itself that way. Mem- teristic of
some of his predecesbers of the family worked hard; sors and
successors. Though his
they had faith in America. Not
only the future President but administration disappointed sohis brothers did well in careers, me conservatives who hope for
achieving sutortanital success. a thorough house-cleaning of
entrenched elements in the fed-

HOOKS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Will Be

CLOSED ALL DAY
SATURDAY
Starting . ..
April 5th
•

753-3441

pla

By Thurman Sensing

•

Sonny Hooks and Bill Grogan ask
friends and customers to come by
during the week between 7 a.m
and 5 p.m.
202 N. 4th Street
-

N. Side Shopping Center
Chestnut
Street

Open

1111 8:09

sip

p.m.
753-5434

Special
for Weekend
'Banana Nut Cake
'German Choc. Cake
•Sour Cream
Pound Cake

Wagon,
'an and Suburban.

lent.
the
offer

FRESH COCONUT CAKE
BANANA NUT BREAD
Order Now... That
Specially Colored
Cake for the
Eitite# Weekend
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TIMES

eral government, President Eisenhower was not afraid to show
his belief In free enterprise. He
brought businessmen into the
Cabinet. As a result, America's
affluence gained greatly in the
l950s. Home ownership crew
enormously during the Eisenhower years. American society
was strengthened and stablized
NEW YORK UPI - Wright InLike other outstanding men, vestors'
Service observes that
Gen. Eisenhower made mistakes
foreign investors have developed
In his appointments and his
"a positive genius for selling
policies, but he acknowledged
mistakes. He was extremely re- securities on the U. S. stock
luctant to give moral approval market when they should have
to court-ordered experiments been buying them." During the
with public education. It has Last three bear market declines,
been written that he felt be the firm notes, foreigners sold
erred greatly in using trOope at American common stocks most
heavily when stock market prices
Little Rock in 1958.
In the main, however, Gen. were bottoming out. Since foreigEisenhower was in the central ners were still such heavy buyers
current of American thinking. In January of this year,"it seems
He understood the strength of
the American "system," and upheld it as a model of opportunity and enlightenment. He had
no use for the striden doctrines
of social revolution. He rejected the demagoguery and truth,
twisting that is involved in describing America as a land of
hunger and poverty. His confidence In the United States and
Its terential goodness and greatness should be remembered for
years to come.

Wall Street
Chatter

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Agreements
Seen For
Ocean Floor
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
On the Atlantic and Pacific
Ocean approaches to the United
States and in key passageways
such as Gibraltar around the
world delicate U. S. listening
devices tell of the approach of
potentially enemy submarines.
American scientists descend
to ocean floors to test man's
ability to live and work from
dersea chambers.
And, as the 17-nation Geneva
disarmament conference reconvened at the beginning of its
eighth year, a surprisingly affable Soviet representative, Aleksei A. Roshchin, rose to present
the Soviet Union's version of the
latest proposal to prevent man
from destroying himself.
He smilingly declared that if
there were objections to some
part of the Russian plan to ban
use of the ocean floors for military installations. The Russian
approach was negotiable.
Between the men working on
the ocean floor, the detection
devices and the Soviet proposal
there was a connection.
What, the United States wanted
to know, did the Soviets mean
exactly by "military installations."
•
To the surprise of its detractors, the Geneva conference had
since its beginning in 1962 major
achievements to its credit.
Acting sometimes as mediator, sometimes proposing alter.
natives, it had assisted theUnitec
States and the Soviet Union to rea.
ch a wideningtlicle of agreemen.
ts ranging-from a partial test tar
on...nuclear weapons, to a prohibitiqn of nuclear weapons in outer
space and in the Antarctic.

3, 1969

unlikely that they have yet shifted of the rise in business activity
to heavy selling." Accordingly, and is likely to continue to do so
the arm says, "it It unlikely through the next two qvarters,
that a stock market bottom has WRSIf Financial Service says
yet been reached,"
It is difficult to avoid all technical lite bearishly. The situation won't change, the firm says,
until much more liquidation has
Nebulous peace rumors might taken place and - or stock prices
have spurred some speculators on the average have excessively
off the sidelines, according to discounted monetary problems
Bache L Co., with some stock and pressures on corporate earnprices low enough now to instire ing Power.
bargain hunting, "If the rumors
of a breakthrough in Vietnam Spear L Staff recommends a
negotiations actually do bear fru- cautious buying policy for the
it," the firm says, "it might be present. Investors should avoid
more advantageous to have a por- selling sound stocks with good
tion of investable funds committ- prospects and should maintain
ed rather than compete with other cash reserves, it says. More
aggressive traders could, if willinvestors at higher prices."
ing to incur the risks, adopt a
Considering that the money more daring attitude, the firm
supply has lately fallen far short adds.

BOTTOM OF THE BARREL?--From the look of these boys
who
are some of the raiders sent by Jordan
into Israel, Amman
is scraping the bottom of the barrel.
They are Junior Fatah
boys, and hold machineguns with live
ammunition.

;ystem Aims
ro Save Infants

PEOWLING THE ATLANTIC—A plane from Iceland focuses down on a Soviet guided missile
cruiser, one of a large fleet of Russian surface and undersea warships prowling the Atlantic no one but Moscow knows why. The fleet is scattered over wide expanse of sea,

STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) —
A system for monitoring babies
while they are being born could
help alleviate infant mortality
and permanent brain damage in
newborns, says a Stanford
University obstetrician.
"A significant portion of
stillborn births can be attributed

to complications encountered by
the fetus while it moves down
the birth canal prior to
delivery'," says Dr. Robert
Goodlin.
'±sk system for monitoring the
fetus during this crucial period
can alert the physician to
potential problems and enable
him to begin procedures* to
ensure the delivery of a healthy
baby." he says.

Withdraw or Deposit in our Passbooks
ANYTIME ANY AMOUNT.
For Higher Earnings on Larger Amounts BUY a CERTIFICATE HERE!

DEPOSIT $150.00 IN SAVINGS/
Receive FREE 5 Piece Place Selling Of Stainless Tableware
or
A Stainless Steel Knife

And it had provided a valuable
assist in persuading nations to
sign the latest of these-a ban on
proliferation of nuclear weapons.
Between the U. S. and Soviet
positions there did not seem
great differences.
In a letter to the conference,
President Richard M. Nixon himself had proposed its members
start negotiations to ban nuclear
and other weapons of mass destruction from the ocean floor to
"assure that the seabed, man's
last frontier, remains free from
the nuclear arms race."
But experience in dealing with
the Soviets and their Communist
partners from Yalta and Potsdam
to Korea had taught the West a
measure of caution.
There also was the unpleasant
memory of the widespread favorable reaction to former Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev's demand for "general and complete
disarmament."
After winning the propaganda
battle, the Russians refused to
permit on-site inspection to prove compliance.
At some future date could the
Russians claim that military messages sent by undersea cable
violated the ban on "military
Installations?" Did it apply only
topffensive weapons or to defensive weapons as well? Did it apply
to scientific explorations in which the military participated?
The Americans wanted it spelled out. They also wanted the ban
extended to prevent contamination of the seas by all weapons
of the ABC category-atomic, biological and chemical - and radiological as well.

Deposits Of s25.00 Receive A Coupon Leading To Gifts Above
5/1°/
5%
0
CE RI IF ICATE S
($10,000 Minj

ALLEN ROSE
Public Relations
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Raab To Resurrection

Illustrated by Alfred J. Buescher

-a
"Then udas ... when be saw that e was
condemned, repented himaelf, and brought
again the thirty pisom of silver to the chief
pnests and elders. Saying. I have sinned in
that I have betrayed the innocent blood.
And they said. What is that to us see thou
to that. And he east down the pieces of silver an the temple, and departed. and went
and hanged himself." Matthew 27:3-5.

"And Jesus

before

eltdSCNIII
governor: and

the governor seed Him..saying, Art thou
the King of the Jews! And Jesus said unto
him, Thou slyest. And when He was accused of the chief priests and elders, He
answered nothing. And He answered him
to never a word; insomuch that the governor marveled greatly." Matthew 2'1: 11.
12, 14.

"Now at that feast the governor was went
te release unto the people:1=er where
they would. But the chief
t
a
eldere
persuaded the multitude thatthee
dash
and destroy Jesus. Pilate smith
unto them. What shall I do with Janus which
is called Christ? They all ray onto him. Let
Him be crucified" Matthew 21: 12, 20, 22.

1V CAMEOS: Mon01 Hall

Whoop-te-do Aura Mikis

"Popular

By MIL MOW
"LErs Make a Deal" is certainly one of the most successful of all the TV game shows
—but if you ask Monty Hall
for an analysis of its appeal, he
is of necessity a little vague.
Wha t he CAN tell you,
though, is what ISN'T its appeal.
It Isn't greed. that much we
leselie Bays . the.. dark-haired,
JJ"'i1
ran of the
gagne-ehem wenn, who not only
sac's hut also packages the
program. "Lots of shows have
given away more money and
they've gone under. There's
much more to a successful procram. I think, than just 'buyan audience."
la the long run, Monty deduces, it's the show's pace, its
amateur psychiatry and it's
cliff -hanging surprise that
make It a hit.
• • •
-EVERYBODY, but everybody. gets excited," he says. "I
had three women contestants on
once, one of them quits blase,
and when the other two won
something and threw their arms
around me, yelled and kissed
.me, Me muttered 'Where do
you get these crazy contestants
from" Then, when she did almost exactly the same thing, I
lust looked at her and said
politely, "Well, that's where I
get the people front.'"
Meaty Mell, shown paying elf e aimeneet, says his
Switching from one network
show's hendieng pets is inegely reegeasibie her its sincess.
to another after five years was
not a step Hall took tightly. place Warren WEI for a week de you know what they're
go-We grew stronger rating-wise on -Strike It Rich"—and has ing to do?"
every year," he said. "but at never gone back. He was a
Evidently Mr. Hall has sound
NBC we never had more than "Monitor" host for NBC radio overtones of practicing psychia standard 13 - week contract for four years. co-produced and atry.
and they really f ought our packaged the show "Your First
A onetime actor—who can't
yearly dem**, all the way.
Impression" and finally hit on find the time now to even do a
"Finally ABC stepped in with "Let's Make a Deal."
summer stock role—Hall lives
a blockbuster offer when our
"We gave it almost a road. In Beverly Hills with his wife,
last NBC contract was neatly show tryout." he says with a former actress Marilyn
Plottel,
up---even as the NBC negoti- grin. "We went to 18 or 20 and their three children,
aged
ator," according to Hall. "still women's clubs, weight-watchers 4, 16 and It.
was saying 'Your demands are group and even a Latter Day
•
•
•
"
Saints' quilting bee, and tried
"MY WIFE was a teen-age
• • •
it for size. It was a hit right TV and radio star." he says.
AFTER the NBC contract ex- from the bell."
"and made more money than I
pired at last and Hall was about
Phil Silvers once said of Hall —which I couldn't stand. I reto accept ABC's offer, NBC that he composed a symphony tired her
at 20 and she's a
came through with an offer— with the contestants; he leads hasbeen now."
but ABC. Monty says, topped them this way and that into
His new ABC contract
It again and threw In lovely excitement and interest as if him to spend more nightsallows
home
fringe benefits, such as a two- they were so many flutes and --and he
loves it. "Just sitting
year contract, firm, plus night- oboes.
down to dinner with one's famitime exposure, on Friday
Matter of fact, General Mo- ly," Monty says, "will,* no
nights.
tor*. once sent a. "motivation many people take for granted,
A native Canadian. Monty research- team to the program Is to me one
of the great luxucarne to the U.S. in '55 to re- to ask Monty pointblank -How ries of .:.xLstence."
Dietributed by Meg natural I/Metal*

Island Life
Appeals to
Tony and Meg
By MARGARET SAVILLE
LONDON (UPI,
Pri

Margaret and Lord Snowdon

the princess on her wedding four
years later.
So far nothing has been done
about the site but Rine
Margaret feels she would like a
place of her own for winter
Vacations.
Both Margaret and Snowden

,
•••••••
••••••••••••••..........:
•
•
•
•
••
•
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thinking of building a vacatio
retreat in the Caribbean to get:
break from the British winter
They already own the land
a plot on Mustique, a they hiete
in the Windward chain, erigid
was Igi%.vn to the princesilby sr
.
old friend and former meet as
wedding gift nine years agó.
Last
month. Margaret
inspected the land and listened
to local advice on building when

FIRST AGAIN!!
8-YEAR WARRANTY ON

she took a Caribbean holiday,
while her husband and children
remained in chilly London.
Lord Snowdon was busy
4.

working on
documentary

a

are tond of Caribbean Ilfe,
particularly the swimming and
water skiing.
Their two children, Viscount
Linley, seven, and Lady Sarah,
four, both are at school now,
giving them more time to get
way.

rips Help to
Speed Shopping
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) — Ways to save money,
time and trouble while grocery
shopping can be used by all
those who must make the
weekly trek to the supermarket.
Neigh, consumer
Harold
economics specialist at
Pennsylvania State University,
suggests these ways to make the

chore easier:
— Reed and use food ads to
take advantage of weekly
specials.
— Plan a marketing list at
home ahead of time. Group
similar items together.
-- Buy all the staples needed
and as many perishables as can
be conveniently and safely
stored in one trip.
- Choose a store that gives
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Proper Pillow
Helps Trip
By United Press International
The first cordless electric
.00thbrush that turns on when
pressure is applied to its
bristles operates on batteries
.hat recharge automatically in
:he recharger base. It cannot be
turned on accidentally,
iccording to the manufacturer.
It begins brushing when bristles
are pressed against the teeth, and
,tops when pressure is released.
The base with self-storing cord
comes with a wall-mounting
bracket. The device contains six
color -coded nylon•bristle
toothbrushes and a power
handle.
(Presto Touch-'N-Brush
Y.
*
*
A new instant hair setter
incorporates individual heating
elements built into each curler,
eliminating the protruding
heating posts used In some units
on the market. This advance, in
addition to assuring burn-free
operation, allows uniform
heating of,411-• curlers, regardless
of size, the manufacturer
reports. ,A "sentry curlerinclicates-iiy color change when
proper temperature has been
reached and all curlers are ready
for use. Normal warm-up time is
six to seven minutes.
iNorelco, New York, N.

To Dreamland
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) — Help yourself to a good
night's sleep. Select a

comfortable pillow.
Mrs.. Helen T. Puskar,
extension home furnishing
specialist at Penn State

quick-drying and non-shrtnkabil•
University, says really good
fiber Nis are similar to
feather pillows are 100 per cent Acrylic
polyester but less expensive.
down.
rubber fiBing is
Foam
Bed pillows with a large
lightweight, holds its
dustless,
percentage of down plus some
comes in varying
feathers may also b shape and
degrees of softness.'
satisfactory, she notes.
Polyurethane foam is lighter
Water fowl feathers, goose
foam rubber, odorless,
than
and duck, are warmer, drier an
cake or crumble and
doesn't
more moisture-resistant the
doesn't hold moisture.
•
land fowl feathers.
Mrs. Puskar said nonallergenic
Let your child help with
pillows made from synthetic
fibers may be more satisfactory redecorating his or her room.
The more a child has to do with
for some persons.
Polyester fiber fills are soft the way his or her room looks,
lightweight, washable the better the care it will get.
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A newly designed canister
vacuum features an automatic
cord reel and a unique new tote
.ystem for ...bore-the-floor
cleaning

accessories.

the most, features and specials
you can use.
— Try -to choose a time to
shop when the store is not too
crowded.

Any
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TOBAte
MARK V BY

VICT
If these problems concern figures — whether
It's maintaining a budget, counting calories
Or balancing the checkbook—
MARK V is the answer.

duo
.best
Inds
'the 1
AN
leo

Easy to operate, this lightweight portable
Idding machine is the latest electric

appliance for the home or office. It adds
and subtracts, and totals figures up to
one cent less than one million
dollars (999,999.99).
As sturdy as it is attractive, the case is
Cycolac in riistinctive Harvest Gold.
And the insides are tough, casehardened steel construction.
The MARK V is made In the
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U.S.A., and guaranteed for
I year, parts and labor.

FEATURES: •
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Fast action 10-key keyboard
for easy entry of allflgurework.
Simple operation for all
addition and subtraction
problems Adds 7, totals
8 columns.

ANT
on b
full
latest
edit
53]
home
anus*

Fully electric operation, with
butt-in safety switch—
motor shuts off when case
is opened. Operates on
110-120 Volt A.C.
UL listed.
Rugged Cycolac
case, with retractable
carrying handle. Compact
size: only 13'x 8442"x 6/
1
2
'
In
operating cositlem Stores vertically
in62/
2 x5" space. Lightweight.
'
only 14 lbs.
Durable case-hardened steel
Internal conStruclion. cadmium
plated for extra strength. All
manufacturing and assembly
in U.S.A.
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Full one-year parts and
labor warranty, by Victor,
'America's largest manufactialer
of business machines.
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Margaret sailed over to Mustique
with the island's owners, Lady
Anne and the Hon. Cohn
Tenhant
Tennant. son and heir of
wealthy
landowner Lord
Giese° nner. was a leading •sr 153-5665
112 N. 4th Street
member of the famous Margaret
set in London-. before their
TV TOWERS AT
respective marriages.

Tennant married the daughter

lot

PICTURE TUBES

television

about animals
when his royal wife flew out to
be the houseguest of his uncle,
former stage designer Oliver
Messel, 69. who always
entertains with winter parties at
his adopted home in Barbados
From Barbados, Princess

of the Earl of Leicester. The
La d on Musttqsew,pIa gift in.,
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NOTICE

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ADMINISTRATION has been
granted by the county court upon the following estates, to
wit:Hugh P. Dix, Dec'd.,
Mrs. Euple Dix, Route 1, AlNAL &SYNTH Pat SALM
mo, Kentucky, Administratrix
UAL ESTATE FOE SALE
MEAL ESTATE FOE SAIJI
AUTOMOBILES FOE SALE
HELP WANTED
Jack K. Farmer, Deed.,
2 BEDROOMS: The price of this
Mrs. Maybelle Farmer, West
ouae hu just been reduced by BEAUTIFUL HOME on wooded ARE YOU planning on build- 1958 CHEVROLET white sta- WANTED: Short-order night
Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.
over $1,000! It is a tastefully lot at Johnson Blvd. 3 bedrooms, ing a home in the future, if so tion wagon, V-8
automatic. aook. Apply in person, Tren
STONE SALES has received a Executrix.
redecorated 2-bedroom frame large living room with fireplace, we have nice beautiful lots Good tires, $125.00. Also 327 holm's Drive-ln, 12th & ChestGracie Clayton Wall, Dec'd.,
shipment of Indiana limestone.
located within 1 block of the kitchen and den combination, southwest of Murray, between motor, $75.00. Phone 733-8074. nut
l'EC
H-1TNC
A building stone for resident0. S. Wall, Murray, Kentucky
South Side Shopping District. utility room 1% baths, nice 18th and litth with water, sewA-3-C
WANTED: part-time waitress.
ial and commercial buildings. RoLte 6, Executor.
Situated on a large tree-covered patio, double carport. Posses- er, curb, gutter, city school
sion with deed. All this for district, price ranging from 1981 GMC % ton pick-up V-41, Apply in person, Triangle Inn
E. E. Youngblood, Dec'd.,
Call 733-3734 after 3:00 p. m.
lot.
$395.00,
FOR
SALE
firm.
Call Tom after Restaurant after 3:00 p. m.
$3400.00 to $3900.00. No down
Rebecca Roach, Hazel, KenEurie Pogue, Fog Highway 94,
A 2-BEDROOM frame located in $24,000.00.
6:00
p.
m., 753-8502.
A-3-P
'. city. Has very modern interior AT 1503 STORY Avenue we payment, small monthly pay
A-3-C HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper. Murray, Ky.
A-5-C tucky, Route 1, Executrix.
All persons having claims
and exterior. Electric wall heat. would like for you to take a meets.
1967 MUSTANG two-door hard- WANTED: Waitresses
Very good condition, new motor SALLY'S
full or
in-Laws coming. She agiTnst said estates are notified
look at this fine new home. 3 WE ALSO have large lot at top. A
Priced at only $10,700.
local one owner extra part time. Apply in person to arid reconditioned transmission, didn't fluster
-cleaned the car- to present them to the AdminBEDROOMS: A clank tri- bedrooms, kitchen and den Panorama Shores for your va- clean car. It has a 289 V-8, auJerry's Restaurant, South 12th springer front end, flutters bar pets with Blue Lustre.
Rent istrator.: or Executors verified
level with 3 bedrooms. Pram- combination, 134 baths, lots of cation home or your retirement tomAtic transmission and powmounts. Call 753-8199 after electric
Street.
A-3-C
shampooer $1. Western according to law, same to be
!, sionally deAgned, spiral stair storage room, carpet, on fine home. Price $1200 to $1800.00. er steering. Factory warrant
5:00
p.
m.
TFNC
y
Auto Store.
A-5-C presented to said Administratceae, formal dining room, fire lot in good neighborhood. Pric- No down payment, small mon- still in effect. Parker Ford Used WANTED, Waitress and cook.
thly payments.
place. A very large home which ed at only $26,000.00.
Car Dept. Phone 753-5713. A-3-C Mac & Ann's Truck Stop Cafe. 10' a 52' TWO-BEDROOM tit°. WELL kept carpets show the ors and Executors in due course
of law.
A-L5 er plus
us one square acre lot results of
affords the ultimate in privacy THIS PRETTY house on Sha FOR ALL your Real Estate
Phone 753-8540.
regular Blue Lustre
This April 1st., 1969.
Call 753-4583 days, 4928807
A.sc spot cleaning
and the pleasure of convenient Wa Circle has 3 bedrooms, welk- needs call or see Freeman 1967 COUGAR, two-door hard-.
Rent
electric
WANTE
D Part time office help. nights.
D. W. SHOEMAKER,
living. Call now for a showing in closets, built-ins, book shel- Johnson, Southside Shopping top. A local one owner car with
shampoo
er
$1.
Big
K.
A-5-C
ves in hallway, has central air Center,
Murray,
CLERK,
of this fine home.
Kentucky, a 289 V-8. Power steering, Permanent resident, eighteen
HEAVY
NEW
DUTY
bladdisc
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D. C.
HOOKS WHEEL Alignment, 202
automatic years old or over. Interview SatCOLONIAL STYLE new brick and baseboard heat, garage, Phone 753-2731.
brakes,
A-4-C po w er
transmission and factory air. urday morning 9:30 'ill 12:00. es. Coulter blades and plow North 4th Street will be closed
home located on Doran Road. nice lot. This house is a real 4
1TP
-BEDRO
OM
brick house, 2-bed- Factory warranty
points. Get our price before you each Saturday
home has many modern good buy at $22,000.00.
still in effect. Bunny Bread Co. 20634 East
starting April
rooms paneled, newly decorated
buy. Vinson Tractor Company, 5th. Sonny
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. Main, Murray, Ky.
SERVIC
,'-4fat
isveniences: built-in applian- JUST PAST Doran Road on
ES
A-4OFFERED
C
Hooks, Bill Grogan
throughout. Located 34 Ages
753-4892.
May-1.0 and Dale
Phone 753-5273.
N ems, snack bar, separate eating Wiswell Road is this 3-bedroom,
A-3-C IMMEDIATE
Spencer invite their will, DO oil
o
from Murray on Coles Camp
OPENIN
G
for
ex:
changes
, oil Lilt.
kitchen
and
combinat
den
--).friends and customers to come
ion,
EASTER PUPS
o tree, 2 baths, central hest and
Ground Road, 100 yards off 1986 FORD Country Squire Sta- penenced waitresses at the Holera, lubrications and car washt air conditioning, and many more large lot, has central heat and Highway
in during the week, between
A.
K.
REGIST
C.
ERED
Dasbiday
Inn. Step up to all the ad841. Priced reasonable. tion Wagon, nine passenger. A
es. L. D. Workman Oil Co., 408
air, 11
/
2 baths, carpet Price
Phone 753-2347 or 753-8384. solid Kentucky car with power vantages of working in Mur- shund. Perry McClarney, 312 7:00 a. M. and 5:00 p. m. A-5-P south 4th.
A-9-C
A BETTER than average 3-bed- $19,250.00.
So.
753-7116
15th.,
.
A-4-C
ray's most outstanding restaurCONTACT Kent Wright at 902
A-3-C steering, power brakes and facP. room brick almost completed in IN BAGWELL MANOR this 3FOR
GOOD
and quick TV and
ant. Apply in person for inter- A COMPLE
TELY eqiupped trail- Poplar for your income tax radio service,
• Keeneland Subdivision. Large bedroom brick veneer. Has cen- A LOVELY home site, consist- tory air. Parker Ford Used Car view
call Bilbrey's 753
with Mr. James Stacey, er. Perfect for camping, also needs. Call 753-6251 for
A-3-C
appoint 5617.
rooms throughout, formal din- tral heat and air, nice living ing of 12 to 14 acres 'overlook- Dept. Phone 753-5273.
Restaurant Manager.
TFC
A-5-C a 1963 GMC pick-up, V-6 with ment.
room, carpet, built-ins, just one ing a beautiful 62 acre lake. 1966 FALCON
A-15
•ing area, attached garage.
-C
four-door sedan.
AN EXCEPTIONAL buy on to- year old. A beautiful house in- Located approximately 4 miles A clean automobile with auto- WANTED: Experienced short- camper. Call Terry Yates 43Efrom Murray on a good all wea2157.
A-4-P
say's market. This 3-bedroom side and out. Just $19,500.00.
matic transmission. Parker Ford order cook. Above average pay
brick is located on an extra DRIVE OUT to Canterbury ther med. Only .7 of a mile off Used Car Dept Phone 753-5273 Steady work. Unemployment in- TEN
DOLLAR
.
Confederate
Large lot in the Robertson Estates and take a look at this of the black top. Extremely good
ills, excellent condition. The
A-3-C surance. Kentucky Lake Lodg
School district and provides an fine home we have there. 3 neighborhood, school bus and
Restaurant, Aurora, Ky. Phone real thing, $5.00. Phone 753abundance of space for a grow- bedrooms, large living room, mail route. Call L D. Wilson, 1966 VOLKSWAGEN, square 474-2259.
A-S-C 3113 after 5:00 p. m.
A-3-P
will be sold in front of
A-5-C back sedan, green, 2.4,000 miles.
ing family. The price is only central heat and air, double ga- phone 753-8903.
rage. This is a large, well planPhone 753-8163.
91
/
2 FOOT wooden sailboat and
$17,900.
A-4-C
RENT
trailer. Completely reconditionFOR THE discriminating buy- ned home.
1987 COMET Capri, two-door 4-BEDROOM one panelled
) two- ed loot summer, $135.00. Phone
er, this contemporary borne will IN MEADOW GREEN Acres
this week, while they
battltop.
local
A
one owner car story brick home for rent. New 753-1970.
.Hy,IACK WQLISTON--- -onc-mite soatir 071'12I - wesatisfy your requirements. LoA-3-C
with automatic transmission. gas furnace, carport, large
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
cated in beautiful surroundings have 2 three-bedroom brick veutililast!
NEW YORK (UPI) - Chuck .
Factory
warrant
y still in effect. ty. Excellent location, 1000 14
CAMPER trailer. Ideal
syith over 1 acre of land. Feat- neers. Both real nice homes. ANN HERBERT FRANCHISE
Stearsis the fastest man in the
Parker
Also I901d at
Ford Used Car Dept. Sharp Street. Availabl April for camping anywhere. Com7ires found here are: cathedral Paved streets and driveways.
e
You could own an Ann
world on water skies, but he still
Phone 753-5273.
A-3-C 5. Key is at 2051
/
2 N. 10th St. plete with ice box, sink, closet
ceilings, large recreation room, Has city water, and they are Herbert Shop! An outstandisn't satisfied.
and
bedding.
$350.00.
Phone
priced
Murray.
right.
Write
Bob Gass, 1618
formal dining room, living room,
ing location will soon be
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury I, fourThe 29-year-old skiing champ753-1787.
A-3-C
,den, 2% baths, and many, many WE WOULD like to show you available in Murray. Average
door sedan. A clean Paducah S. W. 10th Street, Ft. Lauderion from Bellflower, Calif., rethis
dale,
big house on Doran Road. a 9% net profit on high vol- car with automatic
Fla. Phone 524-5341. TFC BEAUTI
others.
transmission.
FUL WHITE registered
cently set a world mprk of 122.
NEL Off Hwy. 641
KEENELAND Subdivision of- Has 5 bedrooms, built-ins, all
e ladies apparel. Our
Formerly owned by a local TV OFFICE SPACE,
11 miles per hour on skis, eclips/
1
2 block from male Pekingese, 3 years old. 4} miles north
fers a 3-bedroom brick vrith 2 carpet, big fireplace in den, en- stores averaged $600,000.00
of
Murray
personality. Parker Ford Used Court House.
ing his previous record of 119.
Newly carpeted Very friendly. Wonderful pet.
baths and a completely equip- trance hall, open stairway, dou- in 1968. No experience nec- Car Dept. Phone 753-5273. A-3-C
52. Now he's making plans to
and paneled, central air condi- $35.00. Call 753-4489 after 6:00
Notice Signs
ped kitchen. Beautifully deco- ble garage. You couldn't re- eatery.
p. m,
A-3-C
try for 130.
1982 FORD Econoline Window tionpg. Phone 753-7112. A-3-C
Call 753-1861
rated with expensive drapes in. place this house for what it is
Ann Herbert
Stearns. seven-time
4,verVan.
A
PORTAB
good
LE
utility
electric
Provides site
vehicle.
sewing
Central heat and air. priced for. Ilas bulb upstairs
maTWO-BEDROOM duplex apartselection,
all skiing champion. set his new
"back yard has chain link fence. and down.
lease negotiation, store de, Parker Ford Used Car Dept. ment. Carpeting and air-condi- chine, $40.00. See Mrs. Toy
world record at Long Beach
IN THE Robertson School dis- 3-BEDROOM frame at corner of sign, nationally advertised Phone 753-5273.
A-3-C tioning, $90.00 per month. Call Phillips, 210 So. 16th Street or
Marine Stadium in California-phone 753-3016.
trict, a well planned 3-bedroom 14th and Poplar. Just redecorat- brands, proven sales promoA-3-P
753-5421
after
5
p.
m.
TFC
1967
FORD '4-ton long wheel
and it wasn't easy.
brick. Central heat and air-con- ed and is now ready to sell. tions, training for all perbase pick-up. It's a Ranger with THREEStearns' tow-boat was a 1000ROOM furnished apart- GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
ditioning, private patio. Locat- Fine location z nd priced at on- sonnel, advertising, conina 352 V-8 and automatic trans- ment.
ly $12,000.00.
plus horsepower craft with a
Adults only. If interested Red Worms. Be sure and try
ed on a choice corner lot.
uous counseling. Cash in- mission.
these Grey Nightcrawlers! For
A local truck with fac- call 753-5870
drag run capability of 148 miles
,A1SO in the Robertson School NICE 4-BEDROOM frame on
.
vestment is $15,000.00420,- tory
A-3-C this
warranty still in effect
vicinity the Grey Night'district, a Colonial style 3-bed- 15th Street. Large kitchen and 000.00, secured by fixtures
per hour. Actually, the boat was
Parker
crawlers
Ford
are
NEW
Used
very
Car
2
-BEDRO
new.
Dept
They
OM
apartme
are
nt,
room brick featuring an at- dining area, large living room, and inventory. For details
"detuned" to lower its top speed
Phone
resistant
753-5273
to
ceramic
.
heat
tile
and
bath,
A-3-C
to cold.
air conditiontractive entry hall, extra large carpet down stairs. This house write:
more nearly to the level Stearns
ing. Phone 753-7457.
A-7-C For your bait needs, Call 753living room and dining area, is priced to sell at only $12,was seeking.
Ann Herbert Company
1964 BUICK Wildcat convert2450,
or
see
Lee
Smith on the
(*ell planned kitchen, lots of 500.00.
2116 Plantside Drive
ible. It's a four-speed with a HOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 50', New
The intrepid skier took to the
Concord
Highway. Watch
closet space, carpeting, central THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer
Mill that Makes it Move Out electric heat, air conditioned,
Jefferwintewn, Ky. 10299
132-foot course on a 10:Toot ski
for the signs.
TFNC
.heat and air conditioning, large in Cirearama. This house is well
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. $65.00 per month. Phone
of his own manufacture at the
753polio, chain link fence around kept, inside is real pretty. Has
Phone 753-3273.
end of a towline 220 feet long.
A-3-C 7856 or 753-6231.
A-7-C TREAT RUGS right, they'll be
11
/
2
baths,
large
lot.
A very nice
'the bock yard.
- -- a delight if cleaned with BUM
Fle made it through the traps at
V
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, air con- Lustre. Rent electric
A NEW BRICK hems near Al- place at $19,000.00.
a speed of 121.29 miles per hour
shampooer
3
-BEDRO
OM
STONE in Circa
ditioner, $50.00 per mon t h. $1. Big K.
m° Heights. 3 bedroll's, dining
hut fell outside the course while
One small 1-bedroom trailer,
area, central heat, sod carpet- rams. Beautiful place. Has douhis
towboat was still acceleratble
garage
and driveway. Bath
ing throughout. Ready for im$38.00 per month. Phone 489- GOING TO FLORIDA? Get your
ing.
Farm Located 3 Mlles
3623.
mediate occupancy, possession has both shower and tub, real
A-3-C beach towels from us. Free deHe was not injered in the fall
attractive interior, well landlivery. Phone 753-1993.
with deed.
A-4-C
West of Lynnville. Ky.,
which occurred while he was
2 FARM HOUSES for rent, 71
/
2
al BEDROOMS: Have you been scaped lawn, and the price is
on Highway 94
skimming over the water at bemiles from town. Call 753-4579 TWO YOUNG hereford bulls.
'looking for a house with a fire- right.
tween 125 and 130 miles per
after 5:00 p. m.
A-4-P Call 753-3592 after 4:00 p. m.
Murray Phone 753-8214
piece? We have just the one. IN GATESBORO Subdivision we
hour by his own estimate.
A4-C
This brick house is located close have almost completed 3-bedTOOL RENTALS: Mowers, ro-to the University and has 4 bed- room B. V. Has large den with
tor tillers, skill saws, sanders, 1951 FORD tractor. Call 753rooms, 2 ba-ha, den, living room, fireplace, 2 baths, large living
drills, floor buffers, auto buf- 4858.
A4-P
Urge kitchen, built-in applian- and dining area. For the next
fers, paint sprayers. Rent by
ANTIQU
few
E
days
trunks,
you
could pick your
bells, pots,
ces. Priced at only $24,500.
hour or by day. Call Bilbrey's jars,
bottles of all kinds. HomeSPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick sit- own colors and carpet. Give us a
753-5617.
TFC
made
call
pot
to go see this place. It Is
hanger trees. Willie's
uated on a 30 acre tract, 1 mile
3-ROOM furnished apartment Place, just off 121, on Potter.
from the South city limits priced right.
in Hazel. Prefer elderly lady. town Rd., Hwy. 614
Oiler* are many opportunities in ONE OF THE most beautiful
A4-C
Phone 492-8347 after 4:30 p. m. MOTORC
the development of this pro- farm homes in this county. You
YCLE.
1967
Suzuki.
just have to go see this place
Located Across From
Party.
A-5-C 250 cc. Al shape,
$417.00.
A NEW 4-bedroom brick home to believe how well kept it
Phone 753-7295.
The Oaks Country Club
A-5-P
AUCTION SALE
on Magnolia Drive with beauti really is. Has 3 bedroom house,
WANTrO TO BUY
ful interior &seism All of the large living room with fireAUCTION Sale, Saturday, April
latest conveniences are includ- place, separate den, 2 baths,
from WESTERN PLASTICS CORPORATION
WANTED
: Used mesh side baby
5, 10:00 a. m. rain or shine.
and all outbuildings are just
ed in this home.
%ARUM, NIII•AliA
All 200x300 Feet
At the Herman Taylor farm, 1 play pen and stroller. Phone
5 BEDROOMS: Just listed, a like new, 52 acres of well fen753-7292
.
mile
south
of
A-3-C
Crosslan
d,
ced
land
Ky.
this is all sown down.
!tome for the large family. This
Household furniture of all
There Is a MO Difference in Plastic Pips
unusually attractive home con- 40 ACRE FARM, good fence,
wI
kinds. One new oak bed, anti- WANTED: Ledger & Times
pretty
good modern house, barn
joins 5 bedrooms, formal dinKLEARCOle, you can see it.
que half bed, 4 antique iron newspapers dated March 31.
Mg area,' 2 bath rooms, large and outbuildings, real good
Please bring by Ledger & Times
beds, stove, refrigerator, dinliving room, den. Chain link Land. Just 3 miles from Murray
office.
Why not use the Safest, Most Sanitary Pips
A4NC
nette
set,
old
table, tin door
fence with attractive hedge in- on Pottertown Road. Priced
available?
pie safe, jugs, jars, churns, dishright
cluded in landscaping.
es, ullnsels, large • kettle, old
These beautiful lots are only 2 miles from
LOTS: We have numerous ideal- WE HAVE some of Murray's
Ike for--Ferm end HOMO Water Systems ...
rockers, hand tools, garden tilthe city. Beautiful building sites for the
ly located building lots, some best commercial lots, up to 850
Municip
erWater
ler, lots of other items. Old
Service lines ...
feet of street frontage.
are wooded.
home you have always wanted. Paved street.
dressers and chests. Auctioneer,
Feed Processing Plants . .
DUE TO the many homes that SEE US for your building lot
Is A Self-Adhesive
Shorty
McBride
,
Paris,
in
most
Tenn.
any
part
Well Flpistig .. Many ether appilcalleis
of Murray or
we have sold during the past
30 acres more or less farm to
1. Label
few weeks, this is an opportune Calloway County. We have over
be sold by heirs of the estate
2. Gumtack
• • • •
time to list your home with us 100 to choose from.
3. Reinforcement
A-3-P
iJor quick sale. With warm wea- 4 LAKE Cottages, all nice_
4. Letter
ther approaching, there will be Priced from $3,500.00 to $14,
WANTED TO BENT
Developers
5. Party Badge
a large demand for various 000.00. '
6. Felt Bumper
types of homes. If you are In- IF YOU HAVE property of any
WANTED: One or two-bedreom
7. Air Mail Label
NE East Main Street
terested in trading, selling or kind to sell give us a call and
unfurnished house out of city
Teleplisne 753-3341
LEDGER a TIMES
Oaks Country Club Road
we will come out end give you
1St 753-6977
buying, consult with us.
limits
on paved road. Must have
leseray, Ifisatsselgr
Office Supply Store
our
best
appraisa
and
l
our
do
TUCK= REALTY
running water and bath. Rent
Insurance
1to
H-1TN•
Co., 302 Maple Street, Murray. hest ts sell it for you.
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and
FOR
ALL
YOUR
Real
Estate
ask for Mary.
Ky. 7134342; Bogie phones:
TFNC
Donald IL Tucker 7334020, needs, come by or call GUY
SPANN,
REAL
ESTATE
AGBobby Grogan 7534073, W. Paul
ENCY at 518 West Main, Naofilsility, Jr., 7534702.
tional Hotel Building. Business
A.LC
33 ACRE FARM, good buildings, Phone 753-7724, Home Phone:
HOORAY FOR
running water in house, 34 acres Guy Spann, 753-2567; Louise
THE
NO
THE
corn base. Tive'miles northwest Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray,
LAND OF d H
CATFI
SH
RUPER
T
(WONDERTHAT
EV
of Murray. Also6 acres with 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
THE
FREE A140
- at HAMER ICAN,
HESS
HAAG
room house just off Highway
THE HOLIDAY INN
THE HOME OF ""'
LOST AND FOUND
HESS
YOKUM,GAVE
641, 4 miles north of Murray.
.
Every Friar, Nigro
THE El
VE!! KARR?
Also a restaurant building and LOST:
YOU
l• 19 p.a.
Pi Betts Phi Sorority
equipment in Paris, Tenn., brick, pin, arrow
PATR I OATS!!
Catfish
shaped with ruby
30' x 40' in good location. Rea- shaft,
either at Big K or HoliRINIWutoPias
son for selling, leaving the day
Trend+ Tried Polines
Inn. Reward. Phone 753'Hate. See Eugene Karnes, Al- 4551
Cole Maw
or 438-2338.
A-3-C
an Ky.Route L
AP Yee Can San
THREE-BEDROOM brick. Beth LOST: MAN'S BILLFOLD, on
ONLY ...
and half, central heat and air. 4th Street. Tuesday, between
Carpeted throughout. BuiltAn 12 noon and 5 p. m. Reward of
'Tappan range and dishwasher. $2500 offered if billfold and
In city school district. See this contents are returned to W. A.
house before A is placed in Cunningham, 1624 Magnolia.
,DallehtI.IhomoV Mel
Real Estate hands Phone 753- daytime phone 753-6831; Melt
4318 after 3:00 p. m.
A-4-C
A-7-C phone 753-6057.

WHAT'S A

1701

1

STICKADO0
? ? ?

GORDON'S FISH & Fruit Market, Highway IN, 2 miles west of
Eggners Ferry Bridge. Fresh
Kentucky Lake catfish every
day. Vine ripe tomatoes, field
grown, 15e lb. by the basket.
Standard gas 29 9/10 per. gaL
Wholesale and Retail. Open 7
days a week.
April-24-C

a

EASTER BUNNIES

POE

r the 1BUG:

BOATING

Settle-Workman

FT.

Highland Oaks
Rabbit Farm

* Registered *

YORKSHIRES

Boars and Open
Gilts
For Sale

CHARLES YOUNG

EAR0-11

COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES

Flexible
Plastic Pipe

Ten Spacious Lots

Protective Restrictions

Each Lot Over One Acre

A STICKADOO

Jack and Lillian Blackwell

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY, INC.

* Your Guide to *

6000 EATING

8140

6I

by Al Capp

sane

,

•
-•

•
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TUB LIDGER

TIMES - MURRAY, KINTLIC
ILY

Several Persons

THURSDAY - APRIL 3, 1969

ions' and the disaster programs
usual-and-i ustomary fee basfi
and these will not be cut.
since last year - $4 million.
(Cautioned Press Page Ow)
Any one who has not as yet
-Reduce from $1.40 to $1
(Ceisthwed Press Pape Owe)
Casaba - Adults .... 105
contributed to the 1969 Fund
service charge paid drugthe
$15.00
$4.
fined
costs
kenness,
Celina - Nursery ... 4
All are sophomores or junior Campaign is urged to send a
(Continued Peens Pape =eel
gists for each prescription fill50.
in high school.
April 1, 1969
donation
to the Red Cross Offed - $4 million.
T. E. Kocyba, public drunken- The theme of the
Charles Ramp, Route 1, Murtwo day ice at the courthouse.
-Remove cough syrup and
ness, fined $15.00 coats 44.30. meeting is "Food
ray; Mrs. lone Ileerts, Route 3
scription
drug bills for the antiacids from the appror„ia
Comes First."
,
E. J. Hall, petty larceny, fl It is intended to
Murray; Mrs. Virginia Allen
needy.
dramatize condrug list - $1 million.
ed $50.00 costs $4.50.
and baby girl, 1600 Keenland
cern about teenage eating habAlternative. Listed
-Eliminate some 30,000 unCletus Shipley, public drun its and the
Drive. Murray; Mrs. Ethel MAcultural, social and
Alternatives listed by Delta employed parent AFDC familkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4. economic
chuson, Route 1, Hardin; Mrs
values of food. Teenfor making up the $13 million ies from the nedicaid prograrit
Funeral services tor Mrs.
W.
MaryFones, Route 1, Murray;
agers will also have an opportwould:
Sam (Hula Mae) Christenberry,
- $4 million.
R. J. Smith, driving while in unity to become
Mrs. Paulette Craggs, Route 1,
-Cut off medicaid benefits
acquainted with age
-Eliminate the Higher Eduamended
reckle
toxicated,
to
79,
were
held
today
at two for some 87,000 recipients eligMurray; Mrs. Nina Fox, Route
food careers.
cation Project which helps send
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Rosa Mills
The local conference follows p.m. at the West Fork Baptist ible for medical assistance onchildren of welfare recipients
W.
Route 3, Benton; James Jones,
the National Conference held Church with Rev. Heyward Rob- ly. These are the aged, blind,
to college and vocational school
erts and Rev. Leon Penick of- disabled
C. F. Flynn. public drunken last week in Chicago
MB South 10th Street, Murray;
or dependent children - $270,000.
with Mrs. ficiating.
ness, fined $1500 costs $4.50. Sue Smith.
John Abets, 705 Elm, Murray;
families who do not qualify for
home economics in-Make the necessary acrossJ. D. Wheatley. disorder! structor at
Pallbearers were Charles Bea- direct
Rafe Jones, 1308 Poplar.
money grants because the-board cuts in AFDC beneReidland High man,
Mar'
conduct, fined $25.00 costs $4.- School,
Wavel
Beaman,
Clyde
ray. Mrs. Jetta Williams, 402
Beatheir income exceeds the $1,and Marcia Peyton,
fits, which now are computed
man, Larry Young, Don Chris- 620-a-y
50.
South 8th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Reidland junior, attending.
ear limit. Estimated sav- on
86 per cent of 1960 need,
J. 0. Clary, failure to yield
Elsie Hendon, 691 Murray Crts,
Speakers will discuss careers tenberry, Glen Christenberry, ing - $16.6 million.
and in benefits to the aged, dist
Lyman Dixon, and Waburn
right of way, fined $15.00 costs in commercial
Murray.
-Eliminate drugs from the
foods.
abled and blind.
$4.50.
Dismissals
Dr. Harry Sparks, president Wyatt, all nephews and grand- medicaid program - $10.4 milNo Decision Reached
sons. Burial was in the West lion.
L. H. Wyatt, disorderly con- of Murray State
Herbert Brinn. 809 Waldrop,
University, will Fork
Delta called any of the alterduct, fined $50.00 costs $4.80 address the
Cemetery
Murray; Mrs. Essie Norris, Rt.
with
the
ar-Eliminate
group at breakfast
drugs only for natives "just awful."
He said
rangements by the J. H. Chur- the 87,000
J. S. White, driving while Friday.
2, Murray; Charles Henry, Route
in the medical as- no decision
During the day, the
intoxicated, amended to reckhas been made and
chill Funeral Home.
3, Murray; Mrs. Buthal Holmvs,
tilts/we only group - $3.4 mildelegates will hear speakers on
any decision will come only afless driving, fined $100.00 coats grocery
Mrs.' Christenberry
Box 166, Hazel; Mn. Jo Price.
died lion.
stores, college-training
Tuesday at her home on Murter "c lot of painful deliberat$4.50.
Route 1, Hardin; L D. Drowns,
-Elinriinate
for
food
dental
service
work
and
from
high
school
Calloway
and
Murray
children
the
In
A fetal of 325
ion." However, if Congress
ray Route One near Stella.
J. D. McAloon, obtaining com- level
Route 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Euple
medicaid - $1.3 million.
occupational foods. There
Cowart Scheols..vrestly in the third grades, have been tested
munication services by fraud
should extend the federal inSurvivors are her husband,
Rowland, Route 1, Almo; Mrs.
-Return
will
be
to
a
the
old
panel
of
schedule
school
lun.,hDeparhoenf
for hearing problems by members of the Theta
Sam Christenberry; one daugh- of
in violation of KRS 434-510, room
Dortha Lovett, Route 4, Benton;
paying for doctors' fees on centive payments. then the cuts
workers.
et Hie Murray Woman's Club.
fined $100.00 ccsts $4.50.
ter, Mrs. Martin Young; two a basis of
would not be necessary.
Mrs. Nrinie L Wyatt, Route 5,
$8 for the first visit
Purchase
Area
high schools sons, S.
PM children in the Heed Start Class and some children
E. A. Taylor, failure to disDeitz also discussed anotht.
E. and J. I). Christen- and $4 for office
Murray; Mrs. Je-vel Wilkerson.
and
their
calls.
delegates will include
Doctors potential shortage
from ether grades that the teachers thought might have a
play auto tags, fined $10.00 the
berry; five grandchildren; three have been
of welfare
Route 4, Murray; Melvin Grofollowing from Murray and
reimbursed on a
hearing problem were tested along with the third grade costs $4.50.
great grandchildren.
funds - in the AFDC program.
•
gan, Route 5, Murray; Louis
Calloway County: Kathy Joe
schools.
the
children
from
G. T. McNeely, reckless drivOn July 1. the federal govHauge (From Cony. Div.), Route
Sixteen of the children tested were referred to. doctor ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Sttbblefield and Beverly Rogernment is scheduled to parti6. Morray.
ers
from
Calloway
County
problems.
hearing
High;
regard
testing
to
In
for further
J. W. McReyonlds, operatcipate in benefits for only those
EJELUBC GlSGLICI
Steve Dunn, third grade student at Robertson School, ing automobile without operat- Dick West, Richard Blalock, CeACROSS
4-Harbor
absent-parent AFDC cases that
lia
Simmons
and
Jayne
Scott
Mrs.
C. or's license, fined $15.00 costs
Is being tested by Mrs. Roy C. Starks, standing, and
3-Worship
were on the rolls March It
1.56111
MO1
from
Murray
High
School;
Mark
4-Parent
to-Feels sorry for
W. Jones, seated at the audiometer purchased by the Wo $4.50.
NUOLNI 011W 1968. The states would have Str
(collets.)
Etherton, Linday Humphreys
7E444!
moss% Club for testing conducted by the Theta Department.
G. M. Pierce, drinking beer
11C200 MOUVO IJEi use 100 per cent state fins&
6-Swift
II-Cushion
s
and
Amy
Thompson from Mur(Centiresed Press Pane 1)
(iOMUUPD for any excess number'.
114Mnctuatien
in public, fined $15.00 costs
9.Cyprmoul fish
ray University School.
mark
DINLE-1 UMEI9
10-Soil
Deitz estimated that in fise4
13.Avouled
NIIINGOGIU
OUCIPID
12 Pronoun
1S•latin
R. D. Petrie, reckless driving,
thing3 were made and who made
WU UMW! UMUU 1970 this would cost the strife
14 Challenged
conjunction
A
report
made
was
on
the
17 BacteroologIst's
fined $1500 costs $4.50.
000 MO130 nala
them. I like it because it tells
an extra $3.5 million which is
1libllarc hed
nue
MOULJ
OUOU OU
Preen Pepe 1)
E. D. Hotaling, reckless driv- up-dating of the disaster plan
1111-Note of scale
me abut our country and other
not, available. The state would
20-Fish sauce
the
in
90jOUN
event
a
of
tornado
lITCoofed
or
lava
ClUOILJU
countries It tells me about fam23 Greek letter
have to cut AFDC benefits or
goistIoned Peen Pape 1)
21 Woody plant
MEM MOW)
ment contract, statistics from ing, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
24.11one
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
OWE DAY LATER •
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SKIRT SET
Solid ccicr, striped front
panel, belt tabs, back
neck zipper.
Compare at $12.88
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